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PREFACE

This book was written for the enlisted men of Naval Avia-

tion. It is one of a series of books designed to give them the

information necessary to perform their aviation duties.

A knowledge of aircraft electrical systems is of primary

importance to Aviation Electrician's Mates. But other rates

and other specialists will find it valuable background for their

work. It will be helpful to Aviation Machinists Mates con-

cerned with the electrical aspects of aircraft engine operation.

Beginning with basic information about aircraft wiring

systems, this book proceeds with a discussion of starters,

ignition, and spark plugs and ends with problems of aircraft

power supply.

As one of the navy training courses, this book represents

the joint endeavor of the Naval Air Teclmical Training Com-
mand and the Training Courses Section of the Bureau of

Naval Personnel.
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CHAPTER 1

WIRING SYSTEMS

LIGHTING

Click! You flip the switch from off to on.

But nothing happens. After 3 hours of strug-

gling you have just fixed the hall light so that it

will work. Or have you? Suddenly you realize

that you forgot to connect one of the wires to the

terminal in the ceiling fixture, so you have to start

all over again.

That sort of hit-and-miss system won't work in

aviation. You have to be sure what you're doing.

Every circuit in an airplane is important and each
one must be perfect. In order to make correct

installations you must be able to read the dia-

grams that indicate the circuit layouts.

So look at figure 1. These are some of the sym-
bols which make up the language of electricity.

It is possible that you have forgotten some of

them. If that is the case, take a long look at

them. Memorize those which give you trouble.

Time spent now in learning them will assist you
later on when you are called upon to do an impor-
tant job. You can make no mistakes-on the job.

Too much depends on your knowledge and skill.

You must know what to do and how to do it.
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Figure 1.—Electrical symbols commonly used.
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Figure 1 .—Electrical symbols commonly used.—Continued
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And these symbols are the key to the successful

solutions to problems in aircraft electricity. They
represent the language that you are going to
speak. They will appear on all plans, charts,

wiring diagrams, blueprints, and the like with
which you will work. Learn them now, so well
that you will not have to refer to the list when
confronted with a problem. And how do those
symbols help you? Let's see how they are used
in the wiring systems on aircraft.

There are, in general, two types of wiring used
in aircraft construction. One is the single-wire
system. The other, the two-wire system. A
single-wire system uses the structure of the air-

plane as a ground or return circuit. A two-wire
system uses an additional wire for the same pur-
pose. The single-wire system is the one com-
monly used in Naval aircraft. Its application to

lighting will be considered first.

With respect to lighting, the single-wire system
is advantageous because it involves less weight.

Furthermore, it requires less material and conse-

quently less labor for installation. These, too,

are advantages because they reduce the cost of

production. Figure 2 illustrates a simple system
of lighting. Note the centrally located bus bar.

Trace lines from switch to lights.

Magnetic fields are built up around wires which
carry current. This is a disadvantage of the

single-wire system. The magnetic fields affect the

operation of certain instruments such as the mag-
netic compass. When another wire is added to

the circuits involved and the wires are twisted

around each other, the magnetic fields tend to

cancel themselves.

Electrical circuits in an airplane are controlled

by various types and sizes of switches. In large

type aircraft, there usually is one switch called the
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master switch. The master switch disconnects

the ignition. Most airplanes have emergency cir-

cuits that always are "hot" or energized—circuits

you may need in a hurry, like the fire extinguisher

Oh-
Figure 2.—Single-wire aircraft lighting system.

A. Landing lights. H. Rheostat, formation lights.

B. Passing light. J. Bus bar.

C. Formation lights. K. Switch, right landing light.

0. Navigation lights, right. 1. Switch, left landing light,

f. Navigation lights, loft. A*. Switch, passing light.

F. Navigation lights, roar. N. Switch, navigation lights.

G. Battery. O. Switch, formation lights.

circuit, the landing gear warning signal, and spe-

cial communication equipment.
The master switch really constitutes the brain

of the electrical system. Figure 3 gives an idea

of the numerous electrical combinations found on
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the master panel. Note that each generator and
battery has its own master switch, which con-
nects the units to the bus bar. Each of these con-
nections, in turn, by means of secondary switches,

L.M. OCN.

PROJECTOR LTS

COMPT. LTS FWO

PT LTS AFT

OUTLETS FWO.

OUTLETS AFT

1—d^:

Figure 3.—Main distribution panel (large type aircraft).

makes possible the operation or nonoperation of

the various lighting systems and some of the

electrically controlled instruments.

These switches, for the most part, are the simple
on and off type. Study figure 2 in connection
with figure 3. Note line X leads to the landing
lights. Figure 2 shows wiring to the landing



lights. Combining information in the two figures

makes it possible to follow the wiring from master
panel to light bulb.

The two-way selector switch is one type of

switch used for opening and closing engine cowl
flaps and wing flaps. When the switch is in the

center position, it is off. The handle can be
moved to the open or closed positions. Usually
incorporated in this type of switch is an automatic
cut-off that prevents the motors from operating
the flaps when they are fully opened or closed.

to 'a-' ON AU« ctw

V0LT4CC CONTROL SOX

0 C. 'H40I0
romin- sw.

fOKT CtNtHAro*

• uxilllAHY GENERATOR

.STBO »"IC 8>rTt«»

POUT wma BATTERY

•us «»» •»'

VOL T M E TCd
SWITCH

US »«
"

AUX. BATTERY

Figure 4.—Elght-potition multiple voltmeter selector switch.

Some switches will stay in the position in which
they are placed. Others must be held in position

as they return to off, once pressure is removed.
The multiple selector switch is constructed so

that it is possible to connect any one of several



12V "=

-x
COMBINATION RHEOSTAT SWITCH

"
riyuic J.^nncoaiui ana swiitn toiiiunitu.

circuits to a single unit or meter. For instance,

the selector switch, pictured in figure 4, enables
the operator to determine the voltage in any onne

of eight circuits. By moving the selector switch
to the desired circuit connection, he keeps a close

check on each separate unit. Again by studying
figure 3 and 4 together, it is easy to under-
stand the method whereby the master switch "ties

in" with all circuits.

A rheostat is a variable resistor used to limit

the amount of current through a circuit, or to any
particular unit of that circuit. One of the most
common uses of a rheostat in aircraft is to vary
the intensity of lights throughout the airplane.

When the maximum resistance has been reached,

most rheostats turn off the current completely by
opening the circuit. When the pivoting arm
reaches the high resistance end of the rheostat, it

slips off the contact surface as indicated in figure

5. This breaks the circuit. Sometimes it is

called a rheostat switch.

A solenoid consists of a coil and a soft iron core

mounted so that the core can move inside the coil.

Solenoids in a circuit are used to move a part,

arm, or switch of a remote unit without a mechan-
ical connection between the unit and the operator.
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The object to be actuated is attached to the core

of the solenoid. The core extends into the center
of the coil far enough to be within range of the

magnetic field. The core is generally held in
position by a spring, by gravity, or by spring
action of the part to be set in motion. Study
figure 6 carefully—there are two illustrations.

When the coil of the solenoid is energized by -elec-

tricity, it sets up a magnetic field, and draws the

core into the coil, closing the switch. When the
source of energy ceases, the core returns to its

original position. This position is illustrated in

figure 64.
The solenoid is used to close heavy duty

switches in high amperage circuits such as starter

motors. It is also used for gunfire and bomb
release controls.

For ease of operation from a central location,

most switches and meters are grouped together on
a single control panel, as shown in figure 7. The
panel may be seen readily and reached easily by
the pilot, copilot, bombardier, mechanic, or radio-

A B

rigure o.^-ooienoia switch.
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man. The panel is known as the pilot's switch
PANEL Or ELECTRICAL CONTROL PANEL.

Before starting the engines or operating any of
the various instruments, determine the sequence
IN WHICH THE SWITCHES ARE TO BE OPERATED.

Electrical wiring systems are divided into sec-

tions terminating in junction boxes by means of

Figure 7.—Pilot's twitch panel.

quick-disconnect plugs. All wires and terminals
are properly numbered for ease of location.

Figure 8 is an illustration of a junction box.

Note the internal wiring and the number of

quick-disconnect plugs. This method of wiring
permits the removal of wing panels, tail sections,

motors, and defective electrical units, without cut-

ting or unsoldering any of the wires leading to or

through the section to be removed. The testing
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of electrical circuits also is simplified, and removal
and replacement of faulty wirings is facilitated

when necessary.

In most instances, complete cable sections of
electrical circuits, including conduits, conductors,
fittings, junction boxes, terminals, and quick-

disconnect plugs may be assembled in the shop.

Figure 9 shows how these assemblies look when

Figure 8.—Engine junction box.

delivered. Observe the junction box at the right.

They may be installed directly as complete units,

thus making installation simpler, and saving time
and material.

All electrical circuits are provided with fuses
or circuit breakers as a prevention against fire

and damage to equipment. You are familiar of
course with ordinary fuses—you have changed
many. Those commonly used in aircraft are

shown in figure 10.

11



The most commonly used circuit-breaker is the

thermal overload relay. Figure 11A is a picture

of a small thermal overload relay. Figure 11B
is a cross-section of the relay in the closed posi-

Figure 9.—Complete cable sections.

tion. Figure 11G shows a cross-section in the
open position. Compare 11B and 11C carefully.

Note the position of the contact points in the
illustrations.

Figure 1 0.—Standard aircraft fuse blocks.
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You will generally use the ohmmeter method in

testing for continuity and grounded electrical cir-

cuits. Figure 12 represents a section of the plan
of an instrument light circuit for the pilot's switch
panel. Compare figure 12 with figure 3 (p. 6).

Can you trace the circuits I The switches, rheo-
stats, bus bar, fuses, and lights are indicated.

(How many of the symbols did you interpret

without referring to the chart of symbols?) You
are going to do some trouble-shooting with this

CURRENT TO LOAO
CIRCUIT-

HEATER

(B) (C)

Figure 1 1 .—Thermal overload relay.

plan as your guide. The problem you are to solve

is this—the right-hand projector light is out.

What has caused the failure f

You have the following facts—The main distri-

bution panel switch and the projector switch are

on, and the left-hand projector light is illuminated.

From your knowledge of electrical circuits,

you can see, by consulting the diagram, that

switch No. 2, the rheostat and the wire leading

13



to the left-hand projector light, and the fuse in
series with the wire are functioning properly.
Before you attempt to find the source of trouble,

Figure 12.—Pilot's instrument light circuit.

you make the following deductions concerning the
possible causes of the trouble

—

The right-hand projector light is burned out.

The right-hand rheostat is open. The right-

hand rheostat has too much resistance in the
circuit. Wire 1 is either grounded or open.

Your knowledge of the wiring makes it possi-

ble for you to assume further that the circuit is

14
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continuous. With these facts in mind, you can
answer the $1 question. The trouble lies some-
where between the right-hand rheostat, wire No.
1, and the right-hand projector lamp.
You proceed as follows

—

Rotate the rheostat to its position of minimum
resistance. Change the light bulb, examining
both bulb and socket contacts for corrosion. In-
spect all wiring connections in the circuit in-

volved. If the light still fails to operate, you open
switch No. 2, removing the power from the pro-
jector light circuit. Next, you check for an open
or grounded wire or part in the circuit. In order
to check for a short circuit to ground, you remove
both projector light bulbs. Place one test prod
of your ohmmeter on the rheostat side of switch
No. 2 and the other test prod on ground. You
get no deflection of the meter needle on the

ohmmeter scale. Answer! The circuit is clear.

Now to answer the next question. Remove the

prod from the ground and place it on the con-

nection to the sliding contact arm of the rheostat.

The resistance of the rheostat for the position of

the sliding arm should be indicated on the ohm-
meter scale. As you vary the arm back and forth

from zero to maximum resistance reading, the

value on the scale should change smoothly for a
properly functioning rheostat. So far, no suc-

cess with your trouble-shooting, but you are still

in the money.
Set the sliding arm of the rheostat to minimum

resistance as indicated by a reading of zero ohme
on the ohmmeter. Remove the test prod from the

rheostat connection and place it on the contact of

the light socket. If the ohmmeter gives a full-

scale deflection, or reads a very small resistance

value, you know that wire No. 1 is continuous
from the rheostat to the contact in the light cir-

•
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cuit. No trouble here! Now set one test prod
on the metal barrel of the light socket, and the

other on ground (any metal part of the fuselage

or electrical panel). A reading of zero ohms
should be obtained. Your ohmmeter, however,

gives a very high resistance reading which in-

dicates that YOU HAVE LOCATED THE SOURCE OF
trouble in the .grounded side of the line.

YOU ARE UP TO THE $64 QUESTION. You next
examine carefully the ground terminal and note
that it is corroded between its bottom, surface and
fuselage. Remove the ground terminal and clean
off all corrosion from the metal surface of the

fuselage and the terminal. Reinstall the ground
terminal, being careful to make a tight, clean
connection. Insert both projector lights in their

respective sockets. Close switch No. 2. Both
projector lights operate. The problem is solved.

You win the money.
You must always work in a logical manner

when solving problems. Not all problems will be
as simple as this one. But, if you choose a defi-

nite part of the circuit as a starting point and fol-

low carefully the wiring blueprints, you should
have little difficulty. By means of experience,

you will be able to deduce certain causes for de-
fective operation almost immediately. This
comes, of course, as you gain knowledge of parts
and their interrelation. Always start with a plan
of attack. Thought exercised at the beginning
of a task will result in the saving of much time
and wasted effort. Furthermore, you will accom-
plish more constructive work.

INVISIBLE ILLUMINATION

The pilot and crew in military aircraft must
read panel instruments with a minimum of light.
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The lighting must not be visible outside the
craft. In order to accomplish this, the instru-

ment panels are equipped with figures painted
with a material sensitive to ultraviolet light.

The source of illumination is not visible in itself,

but when directed against the figures it causes

them to glow in distinct outline form.
A fluorescent lamp assembly with a special

lens filter system, passing only ultraviolet light,

is used on the instrument panel. A variable

gate system on the lamp assembly permits the
regulation of the amount of light emitted. This
gate system is operated by an automatic start-

ing switch. There is also an opening for the
passage of visible light, when such passage is

necessary.

Fluorescent lighting is usually operated from
an alternating current source, provided by a
motor generator or an inverter. Fluorescent
light is not applicable to lighting certain instru-

ments. In these cases, lighting is provided by
means of small 3-volt bulbs, self-contained in the

instrument cases. The voltage of the generator-
battery system is used to light them by inserting

voltage-dropping resistors in series with the
lamps. The necessary 3 volts may also be ob-

tained from an a-c winding on the inverter.

Figure 13 is an inverter which changes the
direct current of the generator-battery system
into 110 volts a. c. at a frequency of 400 cycles

per second.

When the switch (SW) is closed, direct current
passes to the center tap of the transformer and
divides. Part of the current passes from the

center tap to point X by way of the coil Ki and
the resistor Bu This energizes Ki, causing it to

draw the armature against the upper point.

Closing the points short circuits the coil and i?i

17



in parallel with it, thereby increasing the current
through the upper half of the primary winding.
The short circuit also releases the armature

"Pi which, because of spring tension and inertia,

FLUORESCENT LAMP

Figure 1 3.—Inverter system for fluorescent and instrument lights.

moves against the lower contact. This action,

in turn, short circuits resistor i?2
,
causing the

major portion of the primary current to shift

and flow through the lower portion of the pri-

mary winding. Because the short has been re-

moved, coil Ki again attracts the armature. The
armature vibrates from one pole to the other.

This cycle of events is repeated at the rate of

400 TIMES PER SECOND.

The action just described produces a pulsating
current in alternate sections of the primary wind-
ing. The expanding and collapsing magnetic field

induces a high a-c voltage in the secondary wind-
ing. The voltage has a frequency corresponding
to the vibration rate of the armature V* and is

used to energize the fluorescent lamps. Another
secondary winding Sz is used for direct lighting

of the full, or open throttle.

18



The arcing that occurs at the points of the

vibrator produces a radio frequency wave which
causes interference (noise) in the radio receivers.

This noise is eliminated by using a filter circuit

comprising inductance Li and capacitators Cx

and C2 .

When the aircraft is equipped with a central

110-volt, 400 cycle, a-c power supply, an auxiliary
box may be used to operate the fluorescent lamps.

FLUORESCENT LAMP

Figur* 1 4.—Pow«r supply auxiliary box.

The box, pictured in figure 14, includes a
reactor for each fluorescent lamp, and a step-

down transformer for the 3-volt instrument
lamps.

INDICATOR LIGHTS

Since retractable landing gear has been added
to Naval aircraft, there have been instances in

which pilots have landed with their landing gear

19



in the up position. This means that they have
forgotten to release the landing gear and, as a
result, have swooped in and taken a good old
fashioned " belly-whopper." Then, too, there
have been cases of pilots having landed with only
one side of the landing gear mechanism locked.

You can picture this type of lop-sided landing.

When only one wheel is down, the crash is a bad
one and means that the airplane must undergo a
major overhaul. If both wheels are unlocked, the
crash is terrific and often results in injury or
death to occupants of the airplane.

In order to prevent accidents at landing or take-

off, various warning systems have been developed.
In figure 15 is illustrated a schematic diagram

of one simple representative system—a landing
GEAR AND WING INDICATOR SYSTEM. A pilot about
to land with gear retracted (UP) is warned by the
sound of a howler. Microswitches, mounted in

each side of the landing gear, control the howler.
When either wheel is in a retracted position, the
microswitch for that side is in the closed position,

thus operating the howler. Because the switches

are connected in parallel, the howler circuit is

broken only when both wheels are fully extended
and locked.

Two other circuits are in serdss with the howler
circuit—the check-off instrument and the
throttle switch. The check-off instruments—

a

device for listing the operations required for a
take-off or landing—is provided with a single-pole

double-throw switch. The switch is closed when
placed in the land position. The throttle switch,

coupled mechanically to the throttle rod, closes

when the engine is throttled to a speed within
landing range. This is approximately one-eighth
of the full, or open throttle.

20



In normal flight, the pilot about to make a land-

ing sets the check-off instrument in the land po-

sition. He then throws the gear control lever to

the down position. If the landing gear does not
operate properly, the landing gear microswitches

TAKE OFF

LAND/ THROTTLE

LEFT
WHEEL

RIGHT
WHEEL

CHECK OFF
INSTRUMENT

BATTERY
SWITCH

LEFT
WING

RIGHT
WING

HOWLER

T

LAMP

Figure 1 5.—Landing gear and wing indicator system.

remain closed. At this point, the circuit is broken
at one place only—the throttle switch. As the

pilot comes in for the landing, he reduces the

throttle setting, thus closing the break. The
howler immediately operates and warns him that
the gear is not down.
In addition to the warning system, figure 15

also shows the lighting system used to indicate

the locked position of the wings. Microswitches,
controlling these lights, are mechanically con-

nected to the lock pins on each wing. Normally
the switches in the circuit are closed. They open
only when the wings are locked in place. If the
wings are in the unlocked position, current flows

to a red indicator light on the instrument panel.
The light is placed so that it shines directly into

the pilot's eyes—it is extinguished only when the
wings are locked in place.
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The warning system, however, pertains only to

the extended position of the landing gear. It

gives no information to the pilot concerning land-
ing gear fully retracted. Because an airplane's
performance, particularly its speed, is affected by
the position of the gear, it is important that the
gear be retracted fully. Most of the smaller
Naval aircraft are equipped with mechanical in-

dicators for noting landing gear position. In a
few larger types, electrical position indicators of
the d-c Selsyn type are used.

Figure 16 is a simplified diagram of the d-c
Selsyn remote position indicator. The trans-
mitter consists of a rheostat with two rotating
contactors fastened to a shaft which, in turn, is

mechanically connected to the landing gear. The
degree of rotation of the shaft is determined by
the distance the landing gear has moved from
its normal position.

The indicator consists of a winding on a lam-
inated steel Gramme ring. The winding has three

equally spaced taps which connect to equally

spaced taps on the transmitter rheostat. Hence
voltage across sections of the rheostat is applied
to coils on the Gramme ring. The current-flow

in the ring sets up a magnetic field diametrically

across the ring. The position (diameter) on the

ring at which this field emerges depends upon the

position of the transmitter shaft.

A permanent magnetic rotor is placed in the

center of the Gramme ring. The rotor alines it-

self with the magnetic field across the ring. The
field shifts because of changes in voltage distribu-

tion on the transmitter rheostat. As the shift

occurs, the rotor changes position. A pointer at-

tached to the rotor changes with it and indicates

on the dial the exact position of the landing gear.

22



When the power is off, the rotor returns to the

off position. Because there is no electromagnetic
field present at the time, a small permanent mag-
net is added to the unit in order to bring the
rotor to a definite position of rest.

The d-c Selsyn indicator, as described, is used
not only as a landing gear position indicator, but

Figure 16.—Position Indicator—d-t Selsyn type.

also in many types of fuel gages and other circuits

requiring a remote indication of position.

AIRCRAFT LANDING LIGHTS

Landing lights are low-powered searchlights.

Either fixed or retractable types may be used.

The fixed type is mounted at the leading edge of
the left wing. The retractable type is mounted
in the lower panel of the left wing. In larger

aircraft, a landing light is installed in each wing.

23



The fixed landing light consists of a sealed
beam unit, a socket, and a protective cover. In
a sealed beam unit, both the filament and the
reflecting surface are in a vacuum. Thus, the
reflecting surfaces are not subject to tarnish and
loss of reflecting power. Consequently, both re-

flector and lamp must be replaced when a lamp
burns out. Usually the lamp is secured in the
wing by means of a holding band tightened by a
screw. The complete unit is mounted inside the

wings about 6 inches from the leading edge. A
protective shield of plastic glass, shaped to con-

form to the contour of the wing, is placed in front

of the lens.

Figure 17 shows the mechanisms of a standard
RETRACTABLE LANDING LIGHT of the type Used in

most Naval aircraft. The light is mounted so that

it offers little wind resistance when retracted.

Furthermore, it may be adjusted to any . desired

position when in use.

The landing light is composed of four parts

—

the lamp assembly (consisting of a reflector in its

case), a lamp bulb, lamp socket, and lens. The
lamp assembly is enclosed in a protective device

called the housing case. A retracting mechanism
contained in a pot-metal case, is attached to the

housing case. An electric motor and electrically

operated brake assembly are attached to the

retracting mechanism.
The shaft of the motor, extending into the pot-

metal, is fitted with a small gear meshed to the

teeth of a slotted retracting arm. The retracting

arm is constructed of cast aluminum alloy. It is

hollow in order to accommodate the wiring of the
lamp. One end of the arm is riveted to the lamp •

assembly. The other end extends into the case

containing the retracting mechanism. The re-

24



trading arm is fitted with teeth which mesh with
the drive motor gear.

A schematic diagram of a retractable landing
light is shown in figure 18. At the extreme end
of the retracting arm, a sliding contact A is

mounted for supplying current to the lamp bulb.

The sliding contact wipes the metallic arc B. A
and B make electrical contact after the light has

Figure 1 7.—Retractable aircraft landing light.

been extended about 10°. Two other contact
points, C and D, limit the distance the lamp as-

sembly may travel. The points at C are opened
by the lamp as it reaches its fully retracted posi-

tion. The points at D are opened by the lamp as

it reaches its fully extended position. Opening
of the contacts is effected by an insulated flange

attached to the upper end of the retracting arm
which bunks against the contact arm.
The motor and brake assembly consist of a

small d-c series motor, equipped with a split field

626149°—45 3 25



winding. One side of the armature connects into

the center tap of the winding. By sending cur-
rent through different halves of the winding, it is

possible to reverse the rotational direction of the
armature. Control switch S determines the direc-

tion of rotation, that is, which half of the field

winding is to be energized.

The motor also is equipped with an electrically-

operated mechanical brake. A solenoid (electro-

magnet) releases the brake when current flows

through the motor. If the current is interrupted,

Figure 1 8.—Schematic diagram of retractable landing light.

a spring immediately applies braking action of

the armature.
Assume that the landing light is in its fully

retracted position. Follow the circuits on figure

18 from this position to a fully extended position
and return. Here is what happens

—

Throw control switch S to the lower posi-

tion. Battery current flows through the
limiter contacts at D, motor field, armature,
and brake solenoid. The motor rotates. The
landing light starts downward. After mov-
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ing through 10° of travel, sliding contact A
reaches contact arc B. Current flows to the

lamp filament and lights the lamp. The lamp
then continues to its fully extended position.

To retract the light the operations are

reversed. Throw control switch S to retract
position. Battery current flows through the

limiter contacts at C, the right side of the
motor field, the armature, and the solenoid.

The motor rotates. After 90° of travel, con-

tact A slides away from arc B and breaks the

lamp circuit. The lamp is extinguished. The
light continues to the fully retracted position.

Having reached this point, the contact
points at C open. This opens the motor cir-

cuit and the current cannot flow in any part
of the device. The brake immediately stops

the motor.

This type of landing light requires a minimum
of effort on the part of the pilot. He throws the

switch to the lower position when approaching for

a landing and the lamp operates automatically.

After landing, he throws the switch to retract
and the light returns, extinguished, to its normal
position in the wing. The pilot may stop the

landing light at any position within its range of

travel by setting the control switch to off as the

lamp reaches the desired position. With the

switch in this position, the lamp circuit is the

only complete circuit.

The retractable landing light draws a heavy
current. Ordinarily, the current for the light and
the motor are supplied by the generator. If the

engine is not in operation, the current may be

. supplied by the battery. The battery, however,
would be discharged within a short period of time
and the light could not be retracted.
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CHAPTER 2

STARTERS

TYPES

When aviation was in its infancy, there was a
popular song entitled *

' Come, Josephine, In My
Flying Machine." And Josephine rode in an aii*-

plane that was hand-cranked because in the early

days of aviation, the engines were small and could

be started manually by turning the propeller.

With the development of larger engines, improved
methods of starting became necessary. The pri-

mary requisite of a starter is that it must crank
the engine fast enough and long enough to insure

a start. Secondary requisites are, of course, de-

pendability, minimum weight, and ease of instal-

lation and maintenance.
Four general types of starters, which have been

proved to be satisfactory, are inertia (including
hand and hand-electric), direct cranking elec-

tric, COMBINATION ELECTRIC INERTIA—DIRECT
CRANKING, and CARTRIDGE or COMBUSTION STARTERS.

The type of starter installed on an airplane is

usually determined by the type of airplane as

indicated in the following tabulation.
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Airplane type

vf
VN, VSN

Starter type

Cartridge.

Hand inertia or hand-electric

vos, vso
VPB

inertia.

Cartridge.

Hand-electric inertia or combi-
nation electric inertia—direct

VSB
VTB

cranking starters.

Hand-electric inertia.

Hand-electric inertia.

There are, however, deviations in numerous in-

stances when specific problems arise.

With inertia starters, the energy stored in a
rapidly rotating flywheel is used to start the en-
gine. This energy is transferred from the fly-

wheel to the engine by means of speed-reduction
gears and a starter jaw which engages a similar

jaw on the engine. An overload protective device,

consisting of multiple disk clutch under spring
pressure, prevents any damage to the starter in

the event of engine kick-back or overload.

There are two methods for putting the energy
in the flywheel. These are—by hand and by elec-
tric motor. For hand operation, as in figure 19,

a crank is connected to the starter by means of

either a rigid shaft or a flexible shaft. The gear
relationship between the crank and the flywheel is

such that one turn of the hand crank gives a num-
ber of turns to the flywheel. When a rigid exten-

sion shaft is used, the gearing is always in the

starter. When a flexible shaft is used, a gear box
is used between the crank and the flexible shaft so

that the shaft rotates approximately 30 times as

fast as the crank. Another gear step-up of ap-

INERTIA STARTERS
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proximately 1 to 3 is also included at the starter

end of the flexible shaft. The flexible shaft is of

much value when there is interference between
the various accessories on the engine. Ordinarily

Figure 19.—Typical hand inertia starter.

the hand-crank outlet is at the engine nacelle in

such a position that the cranking operation can be
performed from the ground or deck, except in the

case of seaplanes and flying boats where the crank-
ing is accomplished from the wing. A manual
meshing control is provided for engaging the

starter to the engine.
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The hand provisions on hand-electric inertia

starters are the same as for the hand inertia

starter. An electric motor may be attached to

the hand inertia starter, thus making it possible

for the flywheel to be accelerated by either a crank
or the electric motor. An Eclipse series #40,
found on patrol bombers, is an example of the
combination hand and electric inertia type. A
diagram of this type starter is shown in figure 20.

A schematic is shown in figure 21.

Figure 20.—Hand and electric inertia starter.

In most installations the starter is mounted some
distance from the control panel and a push button
switch is used to energize the solenoid starting re-

lay. In figure 22 we can readily see that the sole-

noid is energized by a small amount of current con-

trolled by the push button switch. This arrange-
ment makes it possible for the heavy current carry-

ing wires to be relatively short in length. Included
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with this type of starter is a meshing solenoid

which electrically controls the engagement of the

inertia starter when desired. The meshing SOl-

Figure 21.—Schematic diagram, Eclipse series 40 hand and electric inertia starter.

enoid plunger is connected to the starter jaw
engaging lever.

Inertia starters crank an engine to a peak speed
of 60 to 100 rpm but for only a very small number
of turns, usually from 3 to 6. If the start is not

PUSH PULL SWITCH

Figure 22.—Wiring diagram for an electric inertia starter.

made, the flywheel has to be accelerated to rated
speed again before cranking the engine.
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The operation is simple. Turning the ignition

switch "on" places battery voltage on the cockpit
control switch. Placing the control switch on
" energize" position closes the solenoid switch and
the inertia starter which increases in speed until

sufficient speed has been attained. The cockpit
control switch is now placed in the "engage" posi-

tion, actuating the meshing solenoid and energiz-

ing the booster coil supplying the high voltage for
ignition. The function of the booster coil will be
discussed later.

DIRECT-CRANKING STARTERS

Similar to the automobile starter is the direct-
cranking HAND AND ELECTRIC STARTER. The Eclipse
E-160 is of this type and is not very widely used
due to the heavy current necessary to develop a
sufficient torque. Basically, it differs from the in-

ertia type inasmuch as the engine is cranked di-

rectly by the starter. There is no preliminary
energy stored in a flywheel as in the inertia type,

and hence, there is no waiting to bring the fly-

wheel up to a satisfactory speed. That is, it

cranks the engine directly by means of an electric

motor as long as the starter switch is held "on."
The cranking speeds obtained from direct crank-
ing starters are lower than those obtained from
inertia starters, but the cranking time can be con-

tinued until a start is made. Normally, a direct

cranking starter should not be used for more than
30 seconds. Then the starter should be permitted
to cool a few minutes before making another
starting attempt.

COMBINATION ELECTRIC INERTIA-DIRECT STARTERS

A COMBINATION ELECTRIC INERTIA-DIRECT CRANK-
ING starter is, as the name indicates, a combina-
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tion of inertia and direct-cranking starters, as

illustrated in figure 23. The construction is such
that the flywheel is accelerated by means of an
electric motor, then the motor continues to crank
the flywheel and consequently, the engine, as soon

as the starter is engaged. Combination starters

usually have hand-cranking provisions to enable

them to be used as hand-inertia starters in the

event of electrical power failure.

TO BOOSTER COIL OR INDUCTION SOLCNOtO
VIBRATOR

Figure 23.—Wiring diagram for Eclipse series 43 combination starter.

CARTRIDGE STARTERS

The CARTRIDGE Or COMBUSTION STARTER, which is

probably the simplest of all, depends upon the

action of a gas under high pressure to move a
piston. The movement of the piston is converted

into a rotary motion by means of a series of heli-

cally splined shafts. Such a starter is shown in

figure 24.

There are two manufactures of this type of

starter. The following table shows typical in-

stallations you may encounter.
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STARTER ASSEMBLY

TOGGLE SWITCH

Figure 24.—Pictorial view of cartridge type starter.

Size Eclipse Breeze—"Cofkman"

I OS2U S03C
II F2A F4F-FM1

III F6F-F4U F6F

The general principles and operation of both
types are the same. A cartridge resembling an
ordinary shotgun shell is inserted in the breech
barrel. Closing the toggle switch, electrically

ignites the cartridge. The pressure developed
propels the ignited fuel through the intake tube
to the fuel combustion chamber where its com-
bustion is completed. This combustion energy
causes the piston to move forward which, by means
of a series of helically splined shafts, converts the

movement into a rotary motion necessary to en-

gage the starter jaw with the engine dog. On
completion of the stroke of the piston the com-
bustion gases escape through the exhaust valve.

The return of the piston to its initial position is

effected by the spiral coll spring while the ex-

haust valve automatically closes.
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The only electrical action occurs during the

actual firing of the cartridge. The resistance of

the circuit (shown in figure 25), exclusive of the

cartridge, should be approximately 1 ohm. The
current necessary to discharge an electrically

match-fired cartridge is 1 ampere. In an emer-
gency, a unit cell of a flashlight battery may be
used as a source of energy.

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
LOCATED IN BREECH

RESISTANCE OF CIRCUIT
EXCLUSIVE OF CARTRIDGE

) BE APPROXIMATELY

FIRINQ ELEMENT
IN CARTRIDGE

1 BREECH MOUNTING
0- S33

15 AMP'S FUSE NAF
STO DWG 1054-4-

O

V FLASHLIGHT CELL

12 V OR 24V 1 r
Figure 25.—Electrical diagram of cartridge type starter.

The toggle switch is a single-poled toggle type
with a luminous tip on the toggle handle. It is

installed on the instrument panel or at a location

convenient to the pilot. A toggle switch guard
prevents accidental closing. The switch is wired
through the ignition in order to avoid unin-
tentional operation.

The breech should be tested electrically after
assembly. A magneto type circuit tester is a con-
venient device for detecting grounds and shorts.

A metallic plug, shaped similarly to the cartridge

base, is placed in the breech barrel. The breech
is closed. An electrical indicating device, such as
a lamp and battery circuit tester or other available
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testing equipment, should be connected to the

breech barrel by means of one terminal. The
other terminal should be connected to the insulated

wire extending from the flexible shielded conduit
assembly. "When the breech-opening lever is in

the closed position, the indicating device should
register continuity of the electrical circuit. When
the breech-opening lever is upward and the breech
housing is closed, the indicating device should
register an open circuit.
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CHAPTER 3

IGNITION

THE CYCLE

When a battlewagon is laying down a continu-
ous barrage, the gun crew is plenty busy

—

load,

CLOSE BREECH, FIRE, and OPEN BREECH. This goes
on again and again. The continuous performance
of an internal-combustion engine consists of a
similar cycle of events

—

Admission of fuel and air to the combus-
tion chamber (LOAD).

Compression of the charge of fuel and air

(CLOSE BREECH).
Ignition and burning of the charge (FIRE).

Expulsion of burned gases (open breech ).

Engines are classified according to the number
of strokes required to accomplish the complete
cycle of events. In a two-stroke cycle engine, the

piston travels once in each direction—up once and
down once—for an entire cycle. In the four-

stroke cycle engine, the piston travels twice in

each direction to complete a cycle. At present,

most aircraft engines are the four-stroke cycle

type.
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The combustion chamber is located in the cylin-

der head. It contains an intake valve and an
exhaust valve, used respectively for admitting fuel

and expelling burned gases from the chamber.
These valves are operated by action of a camshaft.

In the carburetor the fuel is mixed with air in

correct proportions for efficient burning. This
mixture reaches the combustion chamber of each
cylinder through a passageway, known as the

intake manifold. Burned gases are expelled

through a similar passageway, known as the

exhaust manifold. The burning gases expand
rapidly and exert a tremendous force against the

piston, which transmits the force to the connecting

rod attached to the crankshaft. And the crank-
shaft translates the up-and-down motion of the

piston into the circular motion of the crankshaft.

Attached to the crankshaft is the propeller.

When the starter motor engages, the piston is

forced inward toward the crankshaft. Follow the

action by studying figure 26. The space within
the combustion chamber is increased by this

action. 'The air in the chamber which was at

atmospheric pressure, is given room to expand.
The result of such expansion is a lowering of the

pressure within the chamber.
During this movement the intake valve is open,

but the exhaust valve is closed. The lowering of
the pressure within the combustion chamber causes
outside air, at atmospheric pressure, to flow

through the carburetor into the combustion cham-
ber. As the air passes through the carburetor, it

takes along some fuel. This is the intake stroke.

"When the piston reaches the lower limit of its

stroke, the intake valve closes and traps the gase-

ous mixture of air and fuel within the combustion
chamber.
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INTAKE STROKE COMPRESSION STROKE

POWEfl STROKE EXHAUST STROKE

Figure 26.—Action in one cylinder during complete cycle.
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Next, the piston moves outward, and the mix-
ture becomes compressed. This is the compres-
sion stroke. At the final position of the compres-
sion stroke, the fuel and the air are highly com-
pressed between the piston and the head of the
engine.

At the appropriate instant, an electric spark
passes across the terminals of a spark plug located

in the chamber. The energy of the spark ignites

the gaseous mixture. The temperature and
pressure rise rapidly as the fuel burns. The gas,

expanding as it burns, forces the piston inward
and causes it to deliver mechanical energy to the
crankshaft. This is the power stroke. Both in-

take and exhaust valves are closed at the start

of this stroke.

Because of the energy delivered to the crank-
shaft during the power stroke, the engine con-

tinues to rotate. The rotation causes the piston

to move outward on the exhaust stroke. The
exhaust valve opens during the stroke, and the
exhaust gases are ejected from the combustion
chamber.
The preceding paragraphs have described

briefly the action in one cylinder. Aircraft en-

gines, however, are always multicylinder, the four-

stroke procedure being followed in each. But all

cylinders do not pass simultaneously through the

sequence. While certain cylinders are operating
on the power stroke, others are performing the

compression, exhaust, or intake strokes. Thus,
there is practically a steady flow of power.
The charge must be ignited at precisely the cor-

rect instant in the cycle, that is, just before the

piston approaches the end of the compression
stroke. Ignition at this exact moment permits
the burning charge to attain maximum pressure
before the piston starts its power stroke.
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PREIGNITION

Sometimes the fuel mixture in the cylinder will

be fired before the spark occurs. Such a condi-

tion is known as preignition. Any object inside

the cylinder which is hot enough to ignite the
fuel charge will cause preignition.

A charge, preignited, retards the outward move-
ment of the piston, in the compression stroke
and results in a loss of power. But this is not
the only disadvantage of preignition. Preigni-
tion may cause most of the charge to be fired

almost instantaneously so that the burning proc-
ess becomes practically an explosion. This sud-
den rise in pressure produced a knock. Even if

only a small portion of the charge is exploded,
there will be a slight ping. Power is lost in
EITHER EVENT.

Carbon deposit in the combustion chamber is

a common cause of preignition. Carbon retains

some of the heat from previous power strokes.

When the temperature of the carbon becomes
high enough, it ignites a considerable portion of

a charge during the compression stroke.

An improperly seated exhaust valve also may
produce preignition. Ordinarily heat produced
in the valve is transmitted to the cooling system
via the valve seat on the engine block. If the
valve is not fitted properly, heat transmission
is inadequate and the heat is retained. Burning
gases "wipe" the valve which is quickly raised

to a degree that will cause preignition.

Preignition occurs whenever the spark plug
operates at a temperature high enough to set

fire to the charge before the spark occurs. This
may happen if a plug that does not throw off

heat quickly is used in a high compression en-

gine—that is, an engine that operates at high
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temperature. Overheating of the plug may also

be caused by hot gases "wiping" the plug as they
pass through a leak in the plug.

A metallic burr left on unfinished parts of
the combustion chamber can also be a source of
trouble. A thin edge of the burr becomes heated
during one compression stroke and does not cool
sufficiently before another begins. Preignition
may also be caused by a hot-spot in the cylinder
head. Such a spot becomes overheated because
of inadequate heat transmission from the chamber
to the cooling system. Look for any one of these

causes when you hear a knock or ping.

DETONATION

Not all knock or ping in an engine is produced
by preignition. A high compression engine de-

signed for use with a superior fuel will knock
when used with inferior fuel. Knock will occur
even though all mechanical features of the engine
are in perfect condition. This type of knock is

referred to as detonation.
Detonation occurs whenever the fuel charge or

any considerable portion of it is ignited instan-
taneously. Under normal conditions when the
fuel is ignited by the plug the flame progresses
uniformly across the head of the piston. During
this time the pressure and temperature of the

gaseous mixture rises and energy is delivered to

the moving piston. While the flame is progress-
ing, the temperature of unburned portions of the

fuel also rises rapidly. If the fuel is of a type
which begins to burn at relatively low tempera-
tures (low flash point), the remaining charge may
burn instantaneously. The tremendous increase

in pressure which occurs causes the knock. Tetra-
ethyl lead and other compounds are added to gaso-
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line to prevent this condition. These compounds
raise the flash point of the fuel and cause the
entire charge to burn completely at an even rate.

Preignition and detonation are similar in their

effects and in their symptoms. They differ only in

the fact that one occurs before normal spark

—

the other after normal spark.

IGNITION SYSTEMS

Gasoline engines require an electrical spark to

start the fuel charge burning. The means by
which this spark is produced is called the ignition
system. There are four essential parts of an igni-

tion system.

A source of high voltage impulses, properly
timed. In practically all aircraft engines, a
magneto is used for this purpose.
A method of supply these voltage impulses

to each engine cylinder, one at a time, in a
predetermined order. This is accomplished
by means of a rotary switch mechanism called •

a distributor. Usually the distributor is lo-

cated within the magneto housing and is then
considered to be part of the magneto.
Wires to conduct the voltage impulses from

the distributor to the cylinders. These wires
form a unit which is enclosed in conduit. The
entire assembly is called the ignition harness.

A break in the circuit through which the

high voltage impulses force a current in the

form of an electrical spark. The device used
for this purpose is called a spark plug. The
spark, jumping across the terminals of the

plug ignites the fuel charge in the cylinder.

The ignition system you see in" figure 27 is a
dual ignition system. This means that two inde-
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pendent ignition systems are employed instead

of one. Dual ignition was originally introduced

as a safety factor, the idea being that if for any
reason a spark was not being produced at one
of the spark plugs, the second plug would still fire

the fuel mixture in that cylinder and the engine
would continue to operate satisfactorily. As air-

craft engines increased in size and speed, dual
ignition became necessary from a standpoint of
proper performance as well as safety.

«

Figure 27.—Dual ignition system.

In dual ignition systems, the spark plugs are

designated as front or rear (for radial engines).

The front spark plug is mounted in the forward
side of the cylinder. Magnetos are designated

as right or left, as viewed from the cockpit.

The right magneto supplies current to the front
plugs; the left magneto supplies current to the

rear plugs.
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CHAPTER 4

MAGNETOS

HOW THEY WORK

A magneto is a modified form of an a-c genera-
tor, designed to produce short pulses of high
voltage current.

As you know, a horseshoe or any permanent
magnet has a magnetic field which is represented

by many individual paths of invisible magnetic
flux commonly known as "lines" of flux. Each
"line" of flux within the magnet proper extends
•from the north pole through the intervening air

space to the south pole, thereby forming a closed

loop such as you have in figure 28.

The lines of flux have a natural tendency to seek

the path of least resistance between the magnet
poles. A laminated soft iron bar provides a much
easier path for the flux than does air, and for

this reason the lines will crowd together and pass
through such a bar if it is placed near the magnet.
The "lines" of flux composing the magnetic field

in figure 29 are shown concentrated in a defined

path within the bar instead of occupying a large
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portion of the air space. Therefore, the density
of "lines" of flux within the bar is very high.

The direction of the flux in the laminated soft
iron bar when placed in a magnetic field is de-
termined by the polarity of the horseshoe magnet
which is permanently magnetized.

Figure 28.—Magnetic field of a horseshoe magnet.

Figure 29.—Magnetic field of a horseshoe magnet with bar.

The laminated bar is of magnetically "soft"
iron, which does not retain an appreciable
amount of magnetism when magnetic lines of
flux are passed through it. Therefore, should the
horseshoe magnet in figure 29 be turned over so
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that the north pole was at the top of the picture,

the direction of the lines of flux would be reversed
in the iron bar.

In order to induce a voltage in a conductor, you
need a magnetic field and relative motion between
the field and the conductor. To induce a voltage
high enough to cause a spark to jump across the
gap of the plug the conductor would have to be
wound into a coil so large, that it would not be
practical in an airplane. Or, the relative motion

Figure 30.—Four-pole rotor magnet.

would have to be so rapid as to be impractical.

This difficulty is overcome in the magneto in

various ways.
Here is one of the ways.
A schematic illustration of a four-pole rotating

magnet is shown in figure 30. The lines of flux

of the rotating magnet, when not installed in the

magneto, pass from its north pole through the

air space to its south pole as indicated. This
closely resembles the magnetic field of the horse-

shoe magnet shown in figure 28.
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The pole shoes and their extensions are made
of soft iron laminations cast in the magneto hous-
ing. The coil core, also made of soft iron lamina-
tions, is mounted on top of the pole shoe
extension.

Note that no primary or secondary windings are
shown on the coil core in figures 31 and 32. These
have been omitted to permit a clearer description
of the magnetic action. By first observing the

Figure 31.—Magnetic circuit of magneto.

action without the windings, you can later obtain
a better understanding of their function in the

magneto.
The pole shoes (D) and their extensions, (E),

together with the coil core (C) as shown in figure

31 form a magnetic path similar to that made by
the laminated soft iron bar illustrated with the
common horseshoe magnet in figure 29. This
magnetic path produces a concentration of flux

in the core of the coil when the magnet is in the
position shown in figure 31.
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The neutral position of any rotating magnet is

that position where one of the pole pieces is

centered between the pole shoes in the magneto
housing (look at figure 32). When the rotating

riguro •a, neuirai position or magneio roror.

I Po.lt l o»

Figure 33.—Static flux curve.

magnet is in its neutral position, lines of flux

do not pass through the coil core because they are
li short-circuited" by the pole shoes.

The curve in figure 33 shows how the flux in the

coil core changes when the magnet is turned with
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no windings present. This is called the static

flux curve, because it represents the normal or
stationary condition of the circuit. If the magnet
is turned with no windings on the coil core the
flux will build up through the coil core in first one
direction and then in* the other as shown by this

curve.

It is important to realize that this curve repre-
sents both the direction and the concentration of
the flux. When the curve is above the line the
flux is passing through the coil core in one direc-

tion. The higher the curve above the line, the
greater the number of lines of flux in the core.

The lower the curve goes below the line the
greater the number of lines through the core in
the other direction. Each time the magnet passes
through a neutral position the flux in the coil core
falls to zero and then builds up again in the oppo-
site direction. Therefore the greatest change in

flux occurs during the time the magnet is passing
through the neutral position, as shown by the steep
slope of the curve at the points corresponding to
the neutral positions of the magnet.
The primary winding is made up of a compara-

tively few turns of heavy copper wire, and is

wound directly around the coil core. When the
magnet is turned through the neutral position,

the flux in the core changes and induces a voltage
in the primary coil.

The voltage induced in the primary causes cur-
rent to flow in the primary coil. In turn, the
magnetic field produced by the primary current,
induces a voltage in the secondary. To induce a
high voltage in the secondary coil, it is necessary
that the rate at which magnetic lines of force cut
the secondary be very high. In fact, higher than
can be obtained by the action of the primaiy, by
itself, on the secondary.
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To accomplish this purpose, a mechanical circuit

breaker is inserted in series with the primary coil.

This breaker has two contact points which are
closed or opened by the action of a cam which is

geared to the magneto rotor, as shown in figure 34.

The cam is set so that breaker contacts close

when there is maximum flux in the coil core.

Figure 34.—Basic magneto circuit.

As the magnet turns towards the neutral posi-

tion, the amount of flux through the soft core
starts to decrease. This decrease in flux induces
a voltage and causes current to flow in the pri-

mary coil. A current-carrying coil produces a
magnetic field of its own. Accordingly, the cur-

rent in the primary sets up a magnetic field of
its own.
In accordance with Lenz's Law, this magnetic

field opposes the change in flux which caused
the primary current. This is shown graphically
in figure 35. If no current were flowing in the
primary, the flux in the soft iron would decrease
to zero as the magnet was turned to the neutral
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position, and then start to increase in the opposite

direction, as represented by the "static flux"

curve. However, the magnetic field set up by
the primary current prevents the core flux from
decreasing, as explained above, and temporarily
stops the field in the core from changing direction.

This is represented in the curve shown as the

"resultant flux" curve (at the neutral axis point).

Now the primary current is maintaining the
original field in the coil core, while the magnet
has already turned past neutral and is now at-

tempting to establish a field through the coil core

Pxntl

Figure 35.—Resultant flux curve.

in the other direction. A schematic illustration

of the magnetic circuit at this instant is shown
in figure 36.

This condition continues for a short interval

until the moment when the breaker contacts are
about to be opened by the cam. The interval,

between the neutral position and the point of
opening of the contacts is called the "E" gap.
"E" gaps vary. However, for a representative

type of four-pole magneto, it is 12°. "E" gap is

also expressed as a distance past neutral.

Now, the primary current is maintaining the
original field in the coil core, while the magnet
has already turned past neutral and is now at-

tempting to establish a field through the coil core
in the other direction. A schematic illustration
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of the magnetic circuit at this instant is shown
in figure 36.

The contact points, when opened, break the

primary circuit. This interrupts the flow of the
primary current, causing an extremely rapid
change in magnetic flux. In a very small period
of time, the field set up by the primary current
decreases to zero and is replaced by the field of

Figure 36.—Magnetic circuit with rotor past neutral position.

opposite direction set up by the rotating magnet.
The process is represented by the nearly vertical

part of the resultant flux curve shown in figure

35. You can see the flux reversed (just after

the points open) in figure 27.

When the breaker contact points open and the

magnetic field collapses, a very high voltage is

induced in the secondary coil. The voltage pro-

duces the spark across the spark plug air gap.
A voltage is also induced in the primary coil.

This would cause current to flow in the primary
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and tend to make a spark jump across the breaker
contact points. If such a thing happened, the
self-induced primary current would make the
magnet flux change slowly instead of very rap-
idly—as it should in order to produce a high
voltage in the secondary. And here is where the
primary condenser comes into the picture. With
a condenser connected across the breaker, the self-

induced current has another path to flow in, so
that it doesn't try to arc across the contact points.

And meanwhile the points have time to separate
without a spark jumping the contacts. So you
have a sudden break and a higher voltage in the
secondary coil.

You may wonder what becomes of the charge in

the condenser. Well, it does the same thing a
charge would do in any condenser under the same
circumstances. As soon as the voltage impressed
across the condenser is reduced and is no longer
great enough to hold the charge in the condenser,
the condenser discharges through the primary
winding. But this happens after the spark across
the spark plug gap has started—so the effect is

negligible.

To sum up the operation of the condenser, you
can say that it absorbs the self-induced current of
the primary. And here is the final result. It
aids in producing a higher voltage in the secon-
dary coil. It makes the breaker contact points
last longer because of less arcing.

The secondary winding, consisting of many
turns of fine wire, is wound over the primary on
the soft iron core. The large number of turns in
the secondary together with the extremely rapid
change in magnetic flux results in a very high
voltage in the secondary coil. Figure 35 shows
the current flowing in the secondary winding
during the high voltage discharge.
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When the high voltage in the secondary winding
discharges, a spark jumps across the spark plug
gap and ignites the fuel in the cylinder. Each
spark actually consists of one peak discharge,

after which a series of small pulsations occur

figure 35) until the voltage becomes too low to

maintain the discharge. During the time it takes

for the spark to completely discharge, current is

flowing in the secondary winding.
However, just as soon as current flows in the

secondary winding, a magnetic field is set up
which will oppose the change in flux which pro-
duces it. Therefore, the flux change is slowed up,

as indicated by the tapering portion of the

resultant flux curve.

In spite of the " slowing up" effect of the

secondary current the spark becomes completely
discharged, in the two- and four-pole magnetos,
before the next "closing" of the contact points.

That is, the energy in the magnetic circuit is com-
pletely .dissipated by the time the contacts close

for the production of the next spark. Study the
1 ' secondary current" graph in figure 35, where it

will be seen that the resultant flux curve has
tapered off so it exactly coincides with the static

flux curve at the time the contact points close.

When current flows in the secondary to produce
a spark at the plug, a given time is required for

the energy to completely dissipate itself—to clear

the track for the next spark.

The more cylinders an engine has, the more
sparks must be produced by the magneto for each
engine revolution. Also, the faster an engine
turns, the more sparks must be produced by the

magneto within a given time. With engines of

14 or more cylinders operating at high speeds, the

electrical energy in the secondary of the magneto
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does not have time enough to dissipate itself

—

to clear the track—for the next spark.
Look at figure 37. You can see there that the

resultant flux curve has not tapered off to coincide
with the static flux curve by the time the contacts
close.

When the contact points close, the energy re-
maining in the magnetic circuit is dissipated in
the form of a change in flux as you see at "P"
in figure 37. The flux change is in the opposite
direction to that required for the primary current
build-up of the next spark and, therefore, induces

NEUTRAL

RESULTANT FLUX

PRIMARY
CURRENT

CONTACT
POINTS

OfSJt .CVOStD . OWN

Figure 37.—Negative current curve.

a current in the primary coil in the wrong direc-
tion. This current is termed a '

' negative current '

'

because its effect is contrary to the normal results

desired. It does not oppose the flux change of
the magnet. Therefore, during the time the nega-
tive current is flowing, little energy can be accu-
mulated in the magnetic circuit.

As you can see in figure 37 the negative primary
current finally reaches zero at "<2" after which
a current in the proper direction is induced.
However, the current is too weak to provide the
required magnetic flux and so the succeeding spark
is comparatively weak. Because of this, it will

become completely discharged before the next
contact point "closing." See the secondary cur-
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rent curve in figure 37. The primary current

builds up in the conventional manner, thereby
producing a normal spark. The normal spark,

however, does not have ample time to become
completely discharged before the next contact

point "closing," again causing a weak succeed-

ing spark, and so on. Thus, you can see that

every other spark produced will be comparatively
weak.
To eliminate the "negative" current produced

in the primary winding at high speeds, a con-

denser is placed in series with the secondary

NEUTRAL

PtSULTANT "LUy

POSITION

CONTACT OPEN CLOSED

Figure 38.—Currant curve when condenser is used.

circuit. This condenser has no appreciable effect

on the secondary voltage "build-up" until the

discharge takes place. However, when the sec-

ondary discharge does occur, you've altered its

characteristics. Compare the secondary current
in figure 37 and 38 to see the difference.

Actually, the secondary condenser (also known
as a "blocking" condenser) brings about a quicker

decrease in the secondary current. Examine the

point marked "S" in figure 38. After the second-

ary current has stopped, the condenser discharges
back through the circuit in the other direction.

Note the dip immediately following the straight

line "a9." The condenser reverses the magnetic
circuit in such a way that when the contact points
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close, the flux change "P" will be in the same
direction as that required for the normal primary
current build-up. This induces a current in the
primary which adds to the normal primary current
and causes all succeeding sparks to be of equal
value.

One end of the secondary winding is grounded
to the magneto. The other end terminates at the
high tension insert on the coil. The high tension
current produced in the secondary winding is then
conducted to the central insert of the distributor

finger by means of a carbon brush. From here,

it is conducted to the high tension segment of
the distributor finger and across a small air gap
to the electrodes of the distributor block. High
tension cables in the distributor block then carry
it to the spark plugs where the discharge occurs.

The distributor finger is secured to the large
distributor gear which is driven by a smaller gear
located on the drive shaft of the rotating magnet.
The ratio between these gears is always such that
the distributor finger is driven at one-half engine
crank-shaft speed. This ratio of the gears insures
proper distribution of the high tension current
to the spark plugs in accordance with the firing

order of the particular engine.

Practically all aircraft engines operate on the
four-stroke cycle principle. Consequently, the
number of sparks required for each complete rev-

olution of the engine is equal to one-half the
number of cylinders in the engine. The number
of sparks produced by each revolution of the
rotating magnet is equal to the number of its

poles. Therefore, the ratio of the speed at which
the rotating magnet is driven to that of the engine
crankshaft is always half the number of cylinders
on the engine divided by the number of poles on
the rotating magnet.
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COMPENSATED CAM

To understand more fully the operation of a
modern aircraft magneto you must know about
the compensated cam. You already know that

aircraft engines operate on the four-stroke cycle

principle. That is, the piston in the cylinder

must make four strokes to complete the cycle.

For the piston to go up and down once (two
strokes) the engine crankshaft must make one
revolution (360°). For the piston to complete
the cycle then, the engine must make two revolu-

tions (720°). In all four-stroke cycle engines the

engine must make two revolutions to fire all the

cylinders. This is true regardless how many
cylinders the engine has. The more cylinders,

the more power impulses per revolution of the

engine. For a nine-cylinder radial engine, for

example, all nine cylinders will fire in two revolu-

tions of the engine. That is, the engine will have
turned through 720°. So if all nine cylinders fire

in this time, you would expect a cylinder to fire

every 80° (80x9=720).
This means that the magneto breaker points

would have to open every 80° of engine crankshaft

travel. An engine operating under these condi-

tions would run well but its operation can be

improved.
In radial engines the spacing between the firing

position of all the cylinders is not the same
because of necessary engine design. In the

nine-cylinder radial engine then the exact firing

position of the different cylinders will vary by
several degrees from the 80° spacing. Therefore,

for ideal operating condition, the magneto breaker

points must open a little before the 80° point for

some cylinders, and after the 80° spacing for

others. This calls for a special type of cam with
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its lobes ground to compensate for the deviation

from the 80° spacing for the special requirements
of the individual cylinders. Such a cam is a com-
pensated cam. It is designed for individual types
of engines and not magnetos, Because each
cylinder must be individually compensated for,

the compensated cam must have as many lobes as
there are cylinders. An 18-cylinder engine would
have a magneto equipped with an 18-lobe cam
designed for that particular engine. The General
Electric magneto is an exception. Due to special

construction only a nine-lobe cam is used.

Because the lobes of a compensated cam are
not all the same, the correct one must be chosen
in checking the internal timing of the magneto.
The cam lobe used for this is always number 1,

that is, the cam corresponding to number 1 cylin-

der on the engine. The number 1 cam lobe is

always marked.

MAGNETO SWITCH

Magnetos are turned on and off with a switch,

just like most other electrical devices. But the
switch position for on and off is just the opposite
of what it would be for most electrical circuits.

To turn the magneto off you close the switch
thereby providing a direct path to ground for
the primary current. You open the switch to
turn the magneto on. This is a very important
point for you to remember.
Look again at figure 34. When you close the

switch to turn the magneto off, the current has
another path to ground. Of course there is still

a path through the breaker to ground. But you
know that current will divide itself according to
the resistance of the various paths. The more
resistance in a given path the less current will
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flow there. Most of the current will take the

easier route. So in the magneto, most of the cur-

rent will flow through the switch. Therefore,

when the contact points open, the primary cur-

rent is not interrupted. This prevents the pro-
duction of high voltage in the secondaiy winding.
Remember, to turn a magneto off you ground the
primary circuit by closing the switch.

SCINTILLA MAGNETOS

All Scintilla magnetos use a rotating magnet to

produce the necessary flux variations in the coil

core. Figure 39 shows a single magneto. It has
an 8-pole magnet and is used with 14-cylinder

engines. Eight sparks are produced for each rev-
olution. You may run into 4-pole magnets. They
have to make two revolutions and travel twice as
fast to produce 8 sparks in the same time.

Figure 39.^—Scintilla single mogneto.
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Ill figure 40 you have a double magneto. Really
it is two magnetos in one except that there is only
one drive and one rotating magnet.

The magnetic and electrical circuits of the dou-
ble magneto are shown in figure 41. This mag-
neto, which also employs an 8-pole magnet, is

used with 18-cylinder engines. The two distribu-

tors are separate from the magneto.

Figure 40.—Scintilla double magneto.

There are various types of Scintilla magnetos
but all are quite similar to either the single or
double types mentioned here.

BOSCH MAGNETOS

Magnetos manufactured by Bosch are also con-
structed in the single and double types. The
variation of flux in the coil core, however, is pro-
duced by the use of an inductor rotor and
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stationary magnets. Figure 42 is a photograph
of a typical Bosch magneto.

In figure 43 you see the principal parts of a
Bosch single type magneto. The rotor is made up
of four sectors. (A) shows the flux thru the

coil core. As the rotor is turned the flux will have
to take a new route in (B). Here the flux is

Figure 42.—Bosch magneto.

flowing in the opposite direction. If you study
the drawings further you will see that eight such
flux reversals are obtained for each revolution of
the inductor rotor. This means that eight sparks
are obtained the same as with a rotating eight-

pole magnet.
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BLOCKING COND.

(B)
Figure 43.—Parts of Bosch single-type magneto.

Figure 44 shows the electrical and magnetic
circuits of the Bosch double magneto. The solid

flux lines show the magnetic flux as it exists when
the rotor is in the position shown. The dotted
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lines show the rotor in a position 45° later. Now
the flux is in the opposite direction as indicated

by dotted flux lines.

CONDENSER

Figure 44.—Bosch double magneto.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC MAGNETO
(S18LG-P1)

Designed for the Rr-2800 (18-cylinder) engine,

the general principle of operation of the General
Electric magneto is the same as for Scintilla and
Bosch magnetos. However, you will find some
variations in design and operation. The method
employed to obtain the flux reversals in the coil

core are similar to the method used by the Bosch
magnetos. Look at figure 45.

(A) shows the flux passing thru the coil core

in one direction. (B) shows that the flux has
reversed itself by a small rotation of the in-

ductor rotor. The rotor has 9 lobes. When it

makes one revolution 18 flux reversals will have
taken place making it possible to obtain 18 sparks:

Therefore, one revolution of inductor rotor will

produce enough sparks to fire all the cylinders of

the engine.

The cam is a compensated cam with 9 lobes.

Because two sets of breaker points are used, one
revolution of the cam will produce 18-point open-
ings for the 18 sparks. Each point will open 9

times per revolution of the cam making a total

of 18 circuit interruptions. The breaker points

are connected in series. When one set of points

opens, the other set must always be closed. For
the current to build up in the primary circuit,

both sets must be closed to complete the circuit.

AUXILIARY ENGINE STARTING METHODS

The ordinary magneto is highly satisfactory as

a spark source for aircraft. However, it has cer-

tain disadvantages which show up in starting an
engine. A magneto will only produce a satisfac-

tory spark when it is driven at or above a certain

definite speed. This speed is called the "com-
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(B)
Figure 45.—G. E. magneto.

ing in" speed. At lower speeds the rate of flux

change and emf induced in the magneto pirmary
are insufficient for a proper spark.

When an engine is being cranked by a starter

the engine speed is not high enough to reach the
"coming in" speed of the magneto. For this
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reason it is usually necessary to use some auxiliary

device for producing a proper spark.

THE INDUCTION VIBRATOR

The latest device used with magnetos during the
starting period is the induction vibrator. This
unit produces a pulsating direct current which
is fed into the primary winding of the magneto.
Rapid flux changes are produced in the primary
by this pulsating current. The result is a high
secondary voltage.

Figure 46.—Induction vibrator.

You will find the schematic diagram for an
induction vibrator in figure 46.

When the switch at S is closed, current flows

through the series circuit made up of the vibrator
coil, vibrator contacts, and the primary circuit of
the magneto. Current passing through the vibra-
tor magnetizes the vibrator core and attracts the
vibrator armature. This action separates the con-
tacts and interrupts the current. The coil now
loses its magnetism and the contacts are closed
again by the action of the spring. This constant
interruption occurs many times per second and
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produces the pulsating current in the magneto
primary. The pulsating current only flows through
the primary when the magneto breake/s points
open. When these points are closed the pulsating
current is shorted to ground through the points.

Now look at figure 47. It is the same as figure
46 except that the vibrator circuit is through the
starter switch and the switch Si. When the
starter switch of an electric inertia starter is

thrown to the "engage" position, and switch & is

closed, the starter is connected to the engine which
will begin to turn. This is when you need sparks
in the cylinders.

Figora 47.—Induction vibrator and starter twitch.

With the hook-up as shown in figure 47, the
vibrator coil will be energized when the starter
switch is at "engage" and switch S is closed. The
energizing of the vibrator coil provides rapidly

pulsating current to the primary winding of the

magneto and, in turn, sparks in the cylinders.

The starter switch is a toggle switch that auto-
matically returns to a neutral (off) position as

soon as you remove your hand from it. Thus you
press on this switch to start the engine and as

soon as it is started, you release the starter switch.

But with switch Si still closed, the magneto's
primary is still grounded. This defeats the mag-
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neto's efforts to produce sparks since this condi-

tion is the same as turning the magneto off.

Switch Si must be opened at the same time that

the starter switch returns to its neutral position.

In actual practice, an automatic switch or
relay is used instead of switch Su This is shown
in figure 48. Now, when the starter switch is

thrown to
' ' engage' ' the coil of the relay is ener-

gized. The magnetized coil core will now close

the relay points thereby completing the circuit to

the vibrator. "When the starter switch is opened
TO PRIMARY
OF MAGNETO

-
!

Figure 48.—Vibrator and relay.

the relay coil becomes de-energized. It allows the

points to open which prevents the magneto from
being grounded.
A condenser is inserted across the vibrator

points to reduce arcing. The condenser fulfills

this objective in the same way as the magneto
primary condenser.

In the foregoing it has been explained how, with
an electric inertia starter, the relay prevents
the magneto from being rounded out through the
meshing solenoid. With cartridge or direct-

cranking electric starters this would not occur.
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The vibrator and relay are mounted in the same
housing and this entire unit is referred to as the
induction vibrator. Only one induction vibrator
is used for an engine, which means that with dual
ignition systems only one set of spark plugs is

fired for starting.

Another method of producing ignition for en-
gine starting is to produce the high voltage inde-
pendently of the magneto and then feed this

high-tension current to the magneto distributor

for proper distribution.

The device used to create this high voltage is

nothing more than just a plain induction coil. In
aviation terminology it is called a booster coil.

In figure 49 you will see a schematic diagram.
The coil has a primary and secondary winding.
The vibrator points are in series with the primary
circuit. The primary system is identical with the

vibrator coil of the induction vibrator. This pri-

BOOSTER COIL

BOOSTER COIL
TO DISTRIBUTOR

ROTOR

Figure 49.—Booster coil.
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mary system again produces a pulsating current
which, by induction, produces a high voltage in the

secondary winding. The condenser serves the
same purpose as the primary condenser in a
magneto.

Only one booster coil is used for each engine
which means that only one set of plugs are fired

by the booster coil. It is the same operation you
have with an induction vibrator.

The high tension current produced by the
booster coil is fed to the magneto distributor sys-

tem for proper distribution to the spark plugs.

The magneto distributor is specially designed for
this job. It has a special rotor with two fingers,

one trailing the other. The trailing finger is used
for the booster coil current. Look back at figure

27 for a moment and notice the two fingers on the
distributor rotor.
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CHAPTER 5

IGNITION HARNESS

CABLES

The group of cables that transmit the high
tension current from the magneto to the spark
plugs is called the ignition harness. The ig-

nition harness is completely enclosed in metal
shielding. This shielding offers excellent protec-

tion to the cables against mechanical injury and,
also, a convenient means of securing the cables.

But its chief purpose is to eliminate radio inter-

ference from the ignition system.
When a spark occurs in a spark gap, a sharp,

dampened wave is produced and radiated a short

distance, using the spark plug wire as an antenna.
In Naval aircraft, every part of the ignition sys-

tem that might possibly radiate electromagnetic

waves (thus interfering with radio reception) is

shielded completely by a metal covering.

The voltage required to produce a spark at the

spark plug varies with different factors but may
reach values between 10,000 and 15,000 volts.

This demands exceptionally high-quality insula-

tion. Most ignition cable has an over-all diameter
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(including insulation) of seven millimeters.

Hence it is referred to as " 7 mm" cable.

Such cables are constructed of stranded, stain-

less steel wire. These strands are covered by a
special type of rubber insulation. The rubber,

in turn, is covered, for additional protection, with
cotton fabric braiding which is impregnated
against moisture. An airtight, lacquer coating is

applied over the cotton for protection against

moisture, oil, acids, and gases which might damage
the insulation.

The rubber insulation used for ignition cable
is also affected by ozone which is produced around
the conductor. Ozone, a very active form of
oxygen, is generated whenever air around a con-
ductor is under high electrical stress. The lac-

quer coating is used to prevent contact between
the ozone and rubber. It must be airtight to
prevent this. Even a slight break in the lacquer
coating may render the cable unfit for use in
aircraft.

Ignition cable also deteriorates natural aging.

Cable over 18 months old may not be used in
Naval aircraft. The date of manufacture is de-

termined by either of two methods. First, the

date may be stamped on the lacquer coating, about
every foot along the length of the cable. A cable

stamped "2-44" means that it was made in Feb-
ruary of 1944. A second method makes use of

combinations of colored threads that are either

inserted between the rubber and the cotton or are

woven into the cotton braid itself. Where the

colored threads are woven into the braiding, they
are not always easily recognizable because the im-
pregnation of the cotton braid dulls the colors.

In this system of dating cables, 3 threads that may
be colored by any one of four different colors

are used,
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Two of the three threads are always the same
color and they denote the year of manufacture.
The color of the third thread denotes the quarter
of year of manufacture, in accordance with the

following table

:

YEAR QUARTER

red 1 1942 red 1st quarter (Jan.-Mar.)
black 1943 black 2nd " (Apr.^June)
yellow 1944 green 3rd " (July-Sept.)

green 1945 yellow 4th " (Oct.-Dec.)

The cycle of colors denoting the years is re-

peated every fourth year. Thus for 1946 the

color will be red. For 1947 it will be black.

And so on.

To determine the age of a cable threaded with
two yellow threads and one green thread, simply
note that the one green thread means the cable

was made during the period from July to Sept.
and the two yellow threads mean that the cable

was made during the year of 1944. A cable coded
with three black threads would have been made
during the second quarter of 1943. If additional

colored thread markers are found woven in the

opposite direction to that of the date markers,
they are the manufacturer's identification.

HARNESS SHIELDING

The harness shielding consists of a manifold
ring, conduit, and spark plug elbows. You will

see a manifold assembly in figure 50.

The manifold ring is cadmium plated brass.

The conduit employed is usually flexible but air-

tight. Rigid conduit is sometimes used wholly
or in part between the manifold and magnetos.
At all joints where shielding units are connected
together, gaskets are used to seal against moisture
and guard against chafing of the cable insulation.
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Shielding is only effective when grounded at many
places. All shielding connections must be of very
low resistance—not over a few thousandths of an
ohm. Corroded or loose shielding connections

Figure 50.—Ignition harness.

will often result in radio interference from the

ignition system.

IGNITION HARNESS TESTING

One of the most troublesome units of the air-

craft electrical system is the ignition harness.

Failure of the harness is generally caused by
moisture and oil collecting inside the metal hous-
ing—and by abrasion. This weakens the insula-

tion and affords opportunity for leakage of the
high voltage to the case. All mechanical con-
nections should be inspected frequently to insure
tightness. Tight connections decrease the amount
of oil and water that can seep into the harness
shielding.
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The COMMON METHOD OF TESTING HARNESS is to

apply high voltage between the ignition wire and
the shielding. A suitable indicating instrument,

such as a neon tube, is placed in the circuit. The
distributor blocks are removed before testing in

order to prevent application of high voltage to

the magneto elements. The flexible leads to the

spark plugs are removed in order to prevent high
voltage from jumping the spark gap, which would
give a false indication. If the spark plug wires
are left connected, any small charge of gas mix-
ture in the cylinders will be ignited. They might
result in possible injury to anyone in the vicinity

of the propellers.

The harness high voltage test set in figure 51
is designed to operate on 110 volts a. c, although
its output is approximately 10,000 volts because
of the action of the step-up transformer. The
high voltage is sufficient to break down any part
of the circuit that is defective.

The neon bulb is connected in the output cir-

cuit of the transformer. If a short exists in the

ignition circuit, it completes the circuit to the op-

Flgure 51.—Harness high-voltage tesfer.

posite side of the transformer. Hence, the neon
tube will glow. If the insulation is satisfactory,

the return circuit to the transformer will not be
complete and the neon tube remains dark.
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There are three leads attached to the instru-

ment. In order to insure the safety of the opera-

tor, it is important that the leads be connected

properly. Each lead is marked to indicate its

purpose. The first lead to be connected is the

ground lead. This must be secured to a good
ground such as a water pipe or the steel deck of a

ship. The second lead is connected to the engine
ground. The best contact in this case is the igni-

tion shielding. The third lead is clipped to the
particular wire which is to be tested. After the

three leads have been properly connected the

tester is linked to the 110-volt power source.

Thereafter, the third lead may be attached in
turn to each of the cables undergoing test.

The testing instrument is equipped with a volt-

meter and a variable reactor. The reactor insures
operation of the device at the correct input volt-

age. The ratio of the step-up transformer is

rather high so a few volts change in the primary
voltage will change greatly the output voltage.
The change may be sufficient to break down a
good harness.

Take flash readings. Don't keep the tester
turned on for any great length of time. Fre-
quently, an ignition system will withstand flash

readings but will break down completely if sub-
jected to the tester for more than a few seconds.

This is particularly true when there is moisture in
the system. The continued application of a high
voltage across a system that has broken down
forms a carbonized track. Consequently, what
might have been a minor breakdown becomes a
major one.

Never test the ignition system until you
have removed the distributor blocks and have
disconnected the spark plug wires.
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It should be noted that the harness wire and its

shielding is, in effect, a condenser. Therefore,
when a. c. is used to test the harness, a small
capacitive current may flow and give a false in-

dication of defective insulation. To overcome
this, you sometimes use d-c testers.

Although the ignition harness is a simple ap-
paratus, it is very vulnerable to defects. Because
of the high voltage involved, the current fre-

quently finds a lower resistance path than across
the spark gap at the plug. This condition is en-

couraged by the presence of moisture which is

perhaps the greatest single element contributing
to the poor functioning of a harness.

To improve harness operation, different types
have been developed. One of these is the pres-

surized harness. This is quite similar to the type
that has been described here except that air from
the engine auxiliary blower is forced through the
manifold ring and permitted to exhaust at each
bottom end of the manifold. Another type of
harness in present use is the plastic-sealed type.

The cables are sealed in the manifold with a
plastic material. The spark plug leads can be de-
tached at the manifold. These leads are also

sealed within the flexible conduit* and you cannot
remove them.

CONNECTING THE HARNESS

When connecting the harness to the magnetos
and spark plugs the cables must be connected in

the proper order or the engine will not operate.

To facilitate this work the magneto distributor
outlets are numbered in an orderly sequence—1, 2,

3, 4, and so forth. These numbers are referred to

as magneto distributor numbers or simply mag-
neto numbers. This sequence is the same order
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in which the distributor rotor (finger) feeds cur-

rent to these outlets.

Radial aircraft engines also have their cylinders
numbered in an orderly sequence—1, 2, 3, 4—but
the cylinders do not fire in this order. Below you
will see the engine firing order of 9-, 14-, and
18-cylinder radial engines. It shows the sequence
in which the cylinders fire.

9 cylinder 1-3-5-7-9-2-4-6-8

14 cylinder 1-10-5-14-9-4-13-8-3-12-7-2-11-6

18 cylinder 1-12-5-16-9-2-13-6-17-10-3-14-7-18-11-4-15-8

Since cylinder #1 fires first, distributor outlet

#1 is connected to cylinder #1 by means of a con-
ductor in the ignition harness. In the case of a
9-cylinder engine, magneto distributor outlet #2
must be connected to the cylinder that is to fire

next. This would be cylinder #3. Similarly,

distributor outlet #3 must be connected to the
third cylinder to fire. In this case it would be
cylinder #5.
Below, you can see the relationship between

magneto distributor and cylinder numbers for a
9-cylinder engine.

Mag. firing 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9

Cyl. firing 1-3-5-7-9-2-4-6-8

In figure 52, you see a schematic diagram of the
cables leading from the distributor to the various
cylinders via the harness manifold ring.

LOW-TENSION IGNITION SYSTEMS

High voltage is required to force current
through the high resistance offered by the gap at

the plugs. This resistance is further increased by
the high pressure in the combustion chamber.
High voltage is difficult to handle in aircraft in-

stallations. It frequently finds short-cut paths to

ground for the slightest reasons. Manufacturers
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must go to great extremes to provide satisfactory

insulation throughout the ignition system. De-
spite this, moisture will invariably creep in wher-
ever possible and in seemingly impossible places.

If you ever had an automobile, you are probably
familiar with the effects of moisture on an igni-

tion system. Waiting for the ignition system to

dry out after a severe rainstorm is not a pleasant
experience.

Figure 52.—Leads from distributer to cylinders.

Air pressure is another complicating factor in

the problem of insulating for high voltage. At
sea level where atmospheric pressure is 14.7

pounds per square inch, a definite amount of in-

sulation is necessary to "hold" a definite amount
of high voltage. At high altitudes where the

pressure may be only 3.5 pounds per square inch,

a greater amount of insulation is required. There-
fore, it is quite possible to have satisfactory per-

formance at sea level and ignition failure at high

altitudes.
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Manufacturers take great pains to carefully

insulate the external parts of the ignition system.
Nevertheless high voltage does cause break-down
at these parts and an arc occurs. This is referred
to as

1 i
flash-over.' ' The current flow during

1
'flash-over " is diverted from the spark plugs and
accounts for ignition failure. To overcome its

effect, certain magnetos are provided with pres-
surized chambers.
Low tension ignition systems attempt to localize

these problems by generating a relatively lower
voltage and distributing it through the harness.
At or near the plugs the voltage is stepped up to

the required value. With this arrangement, the
greater part of the ignition system carries a rea-

sonably low voltage and the insulating problem is

made easier.

Low tension systems are not widely used at
present, but a great deal of research work is being
conducted on them. In the near future, a wider
use of this system is quite possible.
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CHAPTER 6

SPARK PLUGS

JUMPING THE GAP

The spark plug provides the small air gap
across which the secondary current of the ignition

system must jump in order to ignite the fuel

charge compressed in the cylinder. The principle

of the operation of the spark plug is quite simple,

but only years of development have made possible

the modern aircraft spark plug. This has been
due to the fact that spark plugs in aircraft must
operate under extremely high temperatures and
pressures.

Spark plugs are of different types and kinds.

One method of classifying spark plugs is based on
the type of insulation used. You have two kinds,
ceramic plugs and mica plugs.

Figure 53 shows a sectional view of a ceramic
plug. The ceramic material is an extremely hard
type of porcelain. (A ceramic material is the

type of material used in bricks, tile, etc.) This
insulation material is veiy brittle and therefore
extreme care must be taken in the handling of
this type of spark plug. The chief structural

parts of a typical ceramic spark plug are shown in

the cross-sectional view. Current flows through a
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FIRING ENO
VIEW
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Figure 53.—Ceramic plug.

lead which makes contact with the terminal con-
tact, through the center electrode, across the
gap, through the ground electrode, and then to
ground.

Figure 54 shows a cross-sectional view of a mica
plug and also the conventional method of connect-
ing the ignition cable to the plug by means of a
SPRING CONTACT SLEEVE.

Plugs pictured here are all shielded plugs.

The shielding is necessary to prevent radio inter-

ference from the ignition systems. Originally, all

aircraft plugs were of the unshielded type. Such
plugs look very much like automobile plugs.
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When aircraft radio was first introduced and com-
plete shielding of the ignition system became neces-

sary, a metal hood . was placed over the spark
plugs. Such installations are rare today.

The spark gaps of a spark plug are formed by
a CENTER ELECTRODE and GROUND ELECTRODES. The
spark plug shown in figure 53 has four gaps.

Some aircraft plugs have only three gaps. The
current, however, does not divide itself at these

gaps and produce several sparks at one time.

Even though these gaps are adjusted to the same
widths, one or the other will always have a little

Figure 54.—Mica plug.
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less resistance. The current takes the path of
least resistance and only one spark is produced
at a time. When the spark occurs, some of the

metal at the electrodes is burned away. This
spark gap will then have a resistance slightly

higher than some of the others, so the next spark
will occur across a different gap. This results

in less wear for any particular electrode, thereby
increasing the over-all life of plugs.

The operating temperature of a spark plug is

very important. This temperature must be high
enough so that oil, carbon, and lead compounds,
deposited from the fuel will burn off. Otherwise,

the current will be short circuited—it will find an
easier path to ground—and no spark will be pro-
duced. When this occurs, the plug is said to be
fouled. On the other hand, the plug must not
operate at too high a temperature. If it does it

may become incandescent and preignite the fuel

charge before the spark occurs.

PLUG TYPES

Different engines have different operating tem-
peratures determined by cooling, compression
ratio, and other factors. Spark plugs of different

operating temperatures are constructed to meet
the demands of the different engines. An engine
that operates at extremely high temperatures re-

quires a plug that will dissipate its heat quickly
so that it will not become too hot and cause pre-

ignition. Such a plug is called a cold running
plug. Engines that operate at relatively low tem-
peratures require a plug that will dissipate its

heat more slowly so that the plug can remain hot
enough to burn off combustion deposits that would
cause fouling. This type of plug is a hot run-
ning plug. Plugs for .engines of intermediate
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operating temperatures are medium running
plugs.
The operating temperature of a spark plug is

determined by its design. The chief factors are:

the area of the core exposed to the flame in the

combustion chamber ; the area of the plug exposed
to the outside air; and the rate of heat conduc-
tion through the plug material. On some spark

v v
HOT MEDIUM COLD

Figure 55.—Types of spark plugs.

plugs the area exposed to the outside air is in-

creased with the aid of cooling fins. Figure 55
shows plug cores having different surface areas

exposed to the flame in the combustion chamber.
It should be noted that part of the heat is dissi-

pated by the cylinder block via the screw threads

of the plug.

SPARK PLUG FAILURE

Failure of spark plugs is mainly due to fouling,

preignition, insulation failure, and burning of the
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electrodes. Burning of the electrodes takes place,

gradually, in every plug and results in widening
of the spark gap.

In the Navy, spark plugs are reconditioned after
every 60 hours of operation. The reconditioning
involves: cleaning; gap adjustment; and checking
for gas leakage and insulation failure. Mica plugs
are disassembled in the reconditioning process,
ceramic plugs are not. Ceramic plugs are cleaned
by sand blasting with a special abrasive.

Spark plugs are subjected to very high pressures
during operation and are susceptible to leaking at

the joints. The object of the gas leakage test is

to determine if the plug leakage is beyond allow-
able limits. An operation test is given all plugs
by inserting them, one at a time, in a small air-

tight chamber and observing the sparking at 200
pounds per square inch. At atmospheric pressure
the resistance of the spark gap is much less than at

cylinder pressures. A plug may function per-
fectly at atmospheric pressure, but at operating
pressure the path of least resistance may be
through defective insulation rather than across the
spark gap. Therefore, the plugs must be tested
under pressure. The pressure chamber used for
this test is often called a pressure bomb, and the
test is referred to as the bomb test. Dry air, or
preferably carbon dioxide (C02 ) is used.

THE NAFOTEL TEST

Mica plugs are also given a special insulation
test which is called the nafotel test. The Nafotel
test unit is similar to the high-voltage harness test

set in that it is a high-voltage apparatus used
to detect insulation failure. The output voltage
of the Nafotel tester is impressed (across the in-
sulated and grounded sides) of the plug core.
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Current flow caused by this voltage is indicated

by a neon lamp. The power source is the regu-

lar 115-volt a-c house current. Take a look at

figure 56.

The mica insulation around the center electrode

spindle is made up of mica washers. These are
cemented together, compressed, baked, and ma-
chined. The expansion and contraction of the
spindle due to temperature changes may eventu-
ally cause these mica washers to separate in

places. This will allow lead and carbon deposits
to become imbedded in the insulation and create

VARIAC MODEL CV260
AUTO TRANSFORMER

a short circuit. One of the functions of the Na-
fotel test is to detect any separation of the mica
washers. The nose of the plug core is dipped in

a 5-percent to 10-percent solution of acetic acid.

The acid is immediately wiped off, and only that
which has seeped into the cracks and crevices of

the mica insulation remains. This remaining

is applied to the plug core, thereby aiding in the

detection of insulation failures.

As has been previously stated, when current
flows, due to the high voltage impressed across
the plug core insulation by the Nafotel tester,

the neon lamp will glow or flash. This frequently

Flj|ur# Nofot©! tester.

acid acts as a conductor when
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happens when the plug insulation is not at fault.

"Flashovers" at the plug insulation may occur
due to various factors such as moisture and im-
proper cleaning. It is therefore necessary to
distinguish between apparent and true failures
when applying the Nafotel test to mica spark-
plug cores. Current technical orders should be
consulted for necessary detailed information.

Because mica plugs are very susceptible to the
absorption of moisture, the plug cores are baked
before being subjected to the Nafotel test.
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CHAPTER 7

AIRCRAFT POWER SUPPLY

STEADY DOES IT

In a long grueling race—like the famous 6-day
bicycle races—each team has a pacemaker. He
rides out on the track and leads the cyclists

around and around the arena. If his speed is

too great, the contestants who follow him are

soon exhausted

—

burned out. If his speed is

not great enough, he has not fulfilled his func-
tion, and those who follow him are likely to be
out of the race. The steady, even pace does it.

So it is with most electrical devices in aircraft.

These devices are designed for operation on a
fixed voltage. If the voltage applied is higher
than the specified voltage, the current through
a device is increased in proportion. Under these

conditions, the life of the device is reduced. If

the applied voltage is more than 10 percent above
the rated voltage, the device will probably burn
out. This is particularly true in the case of lights.

When the applied voltage is low, no particular
harm results, but the device operates less ef-

ficiently. If the voltage becomes too low, the

device ceases to function. Therefore, constant
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voltage within specific limits is an absolute neces-
sity for efficient operation.

In aircraft during normal operation, the volt-

age of the electrical system is maintained by the
generator and battery operating in parallel.
The voltage of the system depends on the voltage
of each unit. The voltage of the battery is sub-

LOAD CIRCUIT
(LIGHTS, INSTRUMENTS,
RADIO EQUIPMENT, ETC;)

Figure 57.—Schematic diagram—Aircraft electrical system.

Eb = Battery electromotive force El =Line voltage.

Ebt =Battery terminal voltage. ' Ra ^Generator armature resistance.

Ea =Generator induced voltage. Ri = Battery internal resistance.

Cor =Generator terminal voltage. Rl =Load resistance.

stantially constant. The system voltage is prin-

cipally affected by variations in the voltage of

the generator.

An aircraft generator is driven by the engine.

In the course of normal flight the speed of the

engine varies widely. On account of this varia-

tion, the generator—coupled to the engine—ro-

tates with variations in speed. Because the gen-

erator voltage output depends on the rotational

speed, any variation in the speed complicates

the problem of maintaining a constant voltage.
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GENERAL PICTURE

Figure 57 is a simplified schematic diagram of
the principal units in an aircraft power supply
system. It is simplified because, for clarity, all

switches and relays have been omitted.

The circuit is a simple one and the general
operation can be understood if certain funda-
mental electrical principles are kept in mind.
A complete understanding of the circuit requires

a thorough knowledge of d-c theory. A knowl-
edge of Kirchoff's laws is required in order to

check the calculations.

From the standpoint of the load circuit, there
is only one voltage present in the system. This
voltage, hereafter referred to as the line voltage,

is supplied by the two voltage units, the battery

and the generator. Line voltage is determined
by all the individual voltages present in the cir-

cuit and by the voltage drops that occur in vari-

ous parts of the circuit.

In the generator, for example, an induced volt-

age Eo is generated in the armature. When the
generator delivers current, the generator ter-
minal voltage Eot is less than the induced volt-

age by an amount equal to the IB drop caused
by armature resistance Ra. The drop within
THE GENERATOR INCREASES IF THE LOAD CURRENT
increases. Thus, when no current is being de-

livered, the generator terminal voltage equals the

induced voltage. When the engine is not run-
ning, the generator does not function. The bat-

tery then is the only voltage source present in

the circuit.

In the storage battery, the voltage produced by
chemical action within the cell is referred to

as the battery electromotive force Eb. When-
ever the battery discharges, the battery terminal
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voltage Ebt is less than Eb by an amount equal
to the IB drop across the internal resistance Bi
of the battery. The internal voltage drop
WITHIN THE BATTERY INCREASES AS THE DISCHARGE
current increases. When no current passes
through the battery, the battery terminal voltage
equals the battery emf

.

Whenever the battery is charged, the opposite
condition exists. A voltage drop is present across
the internal resistance of the battery, but in this

case it adds to the battery emf. Hence the bat-
tery TERMINAL VOLTAGE INCREASES AS THE CHARG-
ING RATE INCREASES.

A fixed voltage and a variable voltage both
acting on the same circuit produce unusual con-
ditions with respect to current strength and
direction. In the load circuit, the current varies,

but it is always in the same direction. In the
generator-battery circuit, however, current
strength and direction are determined by the volt-

age conditions present at a particular instant.

The series of circuit diagrams, shown in figures

58-65, illustrate all possible conditions that occur
in load and generator-battery circuits.

POSSIBLE CONDITIONS

The diagrams for load and generator-battery

circuits follow a definite sequence. The first cir-

cuit illustrates the condition that exists when the

generator is in the circuit, but is not rotating.

The next five show the generator coming up to
speed and increasing its voltage. The current in

various parts of the circuit changes in magnitude
and direction depending on the variations in gen-

erator voltage.

In figure 58 the generator is not rotating. The
generator voltage is zero. The line voltage

equals the battery terminal voltage. The battery
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supplies current to the load and generator. The
heavy current to the generator serves no purpose.
In fact, it will result in serious damage to the gen-

_394.7 AMP. 7.9 AMR
+1402.6 AMR

R,».02-«-

E

LOAD CIRCUIT
R L

«0.5-"»'

«T

E8T ^. 3.95 V.

!^-^E,' 12V

EGT* e bt
3 E L

Figure 5 8.—Current strength and direction (generator not rotating).

erator. In an actual circuit, a cut-out relay
breaks the circuit whenever current flows in the

wrong direction through the generator. The line

voltage is only 3.95 volts because of the large m
drop in the battery and in the generator due to

the heavy .currents flowing through both units.

18.4 AMP 22.4 AMR.
+ A 40.8 AMP.

"1 LOAD CIRCUIT
R L

«0.5-«--

r 1
» 11.18 V.

EGT " E BT " E L

Figure 59.—Current strength and direction (generator rotating slowly).

The generator is rotating in figure 59, but the
induced emf produced is less than the terminal
voltage of the battery. In this case, the line volt-
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age is still eqttal to the battery terminal voltage
and the total current in the circuit is supplied by
the battery. The discharge current to the gen-
erator, however, is much less. Consequently, the
voltage drop within the battery is less. The line

voltage has increased to 11.18 volts. This is

nearer a normal condition of operation for devices

in the load circuit, because these devices are de-
signed for operation at 12 volts.

R c

Figure 60.—Charging currant.

The current in the battery and generator part

of the circuit shown in figure 60 is determined
by the total resistance of the circuit and the

voltage acting on the circuit. Two voltages act

on this circuit—the induced generator voltage

and the battery electromotive force. These volt-

ages oppose each other. The difference between
the two voltages forces current through the

circuit.
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Because of the relatively low resistance of this

part of the circuit, a very small difference be-

tween the two voltages will cause large currents

to flow in this part of the circuit.

The current in the circuit represented in figure

60 CAN FLOW IN EITHER OF TWO DIRECTIONS. If the

generator voltage is higher than the battery volt-

age, the current becomes a charging current sup-

plied by the generator. If the generator voltage

is lower than the battery voltage, the current re-

0 AMR 23.1 AMP.

Figure 61 .—Generator "floating."

verses in direction. This is a discharge-current

supplied by the battery.

In Figure 61, the induced emf of the generator

(11.55 volts) is equal to the battery terminal
voltage. The battery supplies the total load cur-

rent, no part of which goes to the generator. The
generator neither receives nor delivers current—it

floats on the line.

In figure 62 the load current is supplied by both
generator and battery. The portion of the total

current, supplied by each unit, is determined by
internal resistance. The battery terminal volt-

age, GENERATOR TERMINAL VOLTAGE, and LINE VOLT-

AGE are all equal.
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15.78 AMR 23.67 AMR

Figuro 62.—-Generator and battery supplying load.

The GENERATOR TERMINAL VOLTAGE is EQUAL to

the rattery electromotive force in figure 63.

The generator supplies all the load current and
the battery floats on the line. The battery termi-
nal voltage is equal to the battery electromotive
force, because there is no voltage drop across the
internal resistance. The generator terminal
VOLTAGE, RATTERY EMF, and LINE VOLTAGE are EQUAL.
In figure 64 the generator terminal voltage is

greater than the battery electromotive force.' A
voltage difference in favor of the generator exists.

Both the charging current and the load current are
supplied by the generator. When an airplane is

in normal flight, a similar condition exists in the

24 AMP 24 AMP
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Figure 64.—-Battery being charged.

charging circuit. Under normal operating condi-

tions, all current in the electrical system is sup-
plied by the generator.

As the engine drives the generator to higher
speeds, the generator voltage continues to rise.

Figure 65 shows the induced voltage in the gen-
erator is 16 volts. The line voltage applied to

the load is 14.47 volts. As this is a 12-volt sys-

tem, a line voltage of 14.47 is hazardous for the

lights and instruments in the load circuit. Fur-
thermore, the charging current through the bat-

tery is 123.5 amperes and the generator supplies

a total current of 152.44 amperes. This excessive

current will burn out the generator armature.

152.44 AMP 28.94 AMP

EGT
= E BT=E L

Figure 65.—Excessive generator voltage.
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If the generator voltage goes higher, the con-
dition becomes more dangerous. The lights and
generator armature are certain to be damaged
unless the voltage is kept below a given maximum
value. Therefore, in all electrical systems of
THIS GENERAL TYPE YOU MUST USE SOME FORM OF
VOLTAGE REGULATION.

NEED FOR REGULATORS

If an efficient voltage regulator is used, the elec-

trical devices are protected from the effects of
overvoltage. Under normal operating conditions

the generator also is protected. Excessive current
resulting from short circuits or overloading of the
load circuit, however, may damage the generator.

The load current supplied by the generator is

dependent on the generator terminal voltage and
the total resistance of the load. Normally, the

generator voltage is fixed by the action of the

regulator—the total resistance in the load circuit

is determined by the number of devices placed
in operation. As the number of devices in the

load is fixed, the total current supplied by the

generator should not exceed a definite value. This
does not take into account circuit faults. A short

circuit or a defective battery would alter the sit-

uation.

Overloading and short circuits lower the total

circuit resistance and cause excessive current drain

from the generator. The excessive current could

easily damage the generator armature. A voltage

regulator cannot control this situation because the

trouble is primarily a variation in load resistance.

A fuse or circuit breaker inserted in the gen-

erator circuit limits the maximum current sup-

plied by the generator. In some power supply
systems current regulators are used to limit the

total current.
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A careful study of the eight circuit diagrams
reveals some serious defects. The battery dis-

charges heavily through the generator and the line

voltage is very low when the generator is not
rotating. This action would completely discharge
the battery in a short period of time and also

burn out the generator armature. Some means,
therefore, must be provided for disconnecting the

generator from the system whenever its voltage

is lower than that of the battery.

The second circuit diagram shows that the cur-

rent in the circuit loop—formed by the battery
and generator—is sensitive to generator voltage

change. The discharge current through the gen-
erator is relatively small because the generator
voltage opposes the battery voltage. The voltage
difference between the two units is effective in

sending current around the circuit. A similar

condition exists whenever the engine is stopped
and the generator voltage becomes lower than
the battery voltage. The battery discharges mo-
mentarily into the generator, whereupon the cut-

out relay functions to break the connection.

Figures 59, 61, 62, 63, 64, and 65 illustrate con-
ditions that are found in actual practice. They
indicate wide variation in the charging current
but relatively small changes in load current and
load voltage. Figures 58 and 59 show the need for
preventing the battery from discharging through
the generator. This is accomplished by means of

the reverse current relay. Figure 65 clearly

indicates the need for some device that will place

a ceiling on the generator voltage. This is the
function of the voltage regulator.
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CHAPTER 8

REVERSE CURRENT RELAYS

SIMPLE RELAY

Suppose you have to pump water up through a
pipe and into an elevated storage tank. The
supply in the tank may be drawn off as desired for

consumption. But a mechanical breakdown
causes the pump to stop working. All the water
in the tank will flow back through the tank unless
something is done to prevent it. A check valve,

which will remain open and let the water flow

only in an upward direction, is the answer. When
the water starts to flow downward, the valve
closes and prevents the water from entering the

pump. Meanwhile, water may still be procured
from the storage tank. The reverse current
relay serves the same purpose in a circuit that
the check valve does in a water system.

The problem is to prevent the battery from dis-

charging through the generator, whenever the
battery voltage is higher than the generator volt-

age. This requires the use of a cut-out relay
circuit.

A simple relay has been placed in the generator
circuit in figure 66. Normally the contact points
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of the relay are held open by a spring. When the
engine begins to rotate, the generator voltage
builds up and forces curilent through the relay
circuit—the only path for current at the time.
The spring tension is adjusted so that the con-
tacts will close when the voltage of the generator
reaches 13.5 volts.

Closely the relay-contact places the battery in
parallel with the generator. This causes a charg-
ing current to flow through the battery. As the
generator voltage continues to increase, the bat-

tery-charging rate also increases. Because the
current to the relay also increases, the contacts
will be held tighter.

Figure 66.—Simple cut-out relay.

If the engine were allowed to idle or to stop,

the generator speed would decrease, and the gen-
erator voltage would fall below 13.5 volts. The
battery would try to send current in the opposite
direction through the generator. The relay would
prevent this because the contacts open as soon as

the voltage falls below 13.5 volts. A simple means
of disconnecting the generator from the battery!!

Theoretically the relay should operate as de-

scribed. But it doesn't! Certain peculiarities of

an iron-core circuit must be considered. The
foregoing example was illustrative. An analysis
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of its failure to operate properly will clarify the
reverse-current cut-out relay, which does work.

The following will explain why the relay, dia-

grammed in figure 66, cannot function properly.
In figure 67 the same relay is shown connected to a
battery and a potentiometer, which makes it pos-
sible to vary the voltage applied to the relay. If
the voltage is increased gradually, the relay

Figure 67.—Experimental relay circuit.

closes at 13.5 volts. If the voltage is increased

further, the relay contacts remain closed. Now
suppose the voltage applied to the relay coil is re-

duced gradually. You would expect that when it

reached 13.5 volts, the contacts would open. But
they won't.

The reason for the failure of the contacts to

open may be explained by examining figure 68.

The graph indicates the relationship between ap-
plied voltage and magnetic strength of a soft-iron

core such as that used in the relay. As the volt-

age is increased, the magnetic strength increases
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along the rising curve, ABC. At B (13.5 volts)

the relay contacts close. If the voltage is in-

creased to 16 volts, the magnetic strength is rep-
resented at C.

If the voltage is decreased, the magnetic
strength does not decrease back along line ABC.
Instead, it decreases along the line CDEF. At
13.5 volts the magnetic strength has a value shown
by D, which is higher than the strength required

to close the contacts (represented by B). To open
the contacts, the magnetic strength must be re-
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Figure 68.^—Hysteresis effect.

duced until it corresponds with the B level. In
order to obtain this value, it is necessary to

reduce the voltage to 9 volts. The magnetic
strength at this voltage is represented by E which
has the same value as B. With a decrease in volt-

age, the decrease in magnetic strength lags behind
the voltage. This magnetic effect is known as

HYSTERESIS.

The schematic in figure 68 shows why the simple
relay is inadequate. If the relay-points are to

open, the voltage acting on the relay must be re-
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duced to 9 volts. This is not possible. When the

contacts are closed, both battery and generator are

in parallel with the relay coil. Hence, even if

the generator voltage drops, the battery still im-
presses 12 volts across the relay and keeps the

current flowing in the relay coil. The points can-

not open. The battery continues to discharge into

the relay and generator. But there is a relay which
will function—the reverse current cut-out relay.

MAKING IT WORK

In figure 69, the reverse current cut-out relay is

connected in the generator battery circuit. The
relay has two windings on a soft-iron core. The
shunt winding has many turns of wire connected
directly across the line. It is sometimes called

the voltage coil. The other coil is known as the

series or reverse current coil. The series coil

has several turns of relatively heavy wire. The se-

ries coil overcomes the disadvantages of the simple
relay discussed in the preceding paragraphs.
The contact points normally are held open by

an adjustable spring disconnecting the generator
from the line. When the engine begins to rotate,

the generator voltage increases. This increases

the current through the shunt coil of the relay,

which is always across the generator terminals.

The current in the shunt coil is proportional to

the generator voltage. Tension of the contact

spring is adjusted so that the relay contacts close

when the generator voltage exceeds the battery

voltage.

Closing the contacts connects the generator to

the line. The generator continues to send cur-
rent through the shunt coil. In addition it

also furnishes load current which passes through
the series coil, the contact points, and the load

circuit.
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(B) CHARGE
Figure 69.—Reverse current cut-out relay (charge).

The currents in the shunt and series coils flow-

in a direction so that the coils assist each other
in strongly magnetizing the core. The contacts

will remain closed as long as current flows to the

load circuit.

When the engine stops or idles, the generator
voltage decreases. When the point is reached at

which the battery voltage is greater than the gen-

erator voltage, the battery momentarily dis-

charges BACK THROUGH THE GENERATOR. This
discharge-current flows through the series coil in
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the opposite direction as shown in figure 70. The
current in the shunt coil continues in the original

direction. The series coil now opposes the shunt
coil and cancels the magnetism in the core. This
action permits the spring to separate the contacts,

thus disconnecting the generator from the circuit.

You may have been told that the relay regulates

the charging rate of a battery. Don't believe it.

It does nothing of the sort! The relay has no
effect on either the load current or the battery
charging rate. It is an automatic switch that

(A) DISCHARGE

(B) DISCHARGE
Figure 70.—Reverse current cut-out relay (discharge).



prevent the battery from discharging through
the generator whenever the engine idles or stops
rotating.

Occasionally, a generator loses its residual mag-
netism. When this occurs, it fails to generate
voltage when rotated. There are several ways of
restoring the residual magnetism. One quick
method is to close the contacts of the cut-out relay
by hand. Under certain conditions, however, this

procedure reverses the magnetic field of the gen-
erator. When such reversal occurs, the electrical

polarity of the brushes also reverse.

(A) (B)

Figure 71.—Reversal of generator brush polarity.

A simplified schematic diagram of the cut-out

relay is given in figure 71. It shows what hap-
pens if the generator brush polarity is incorrect.

When the generator is rotated, current flows
through the shunt coil of the cut-out relay in the

opposite direction. Because the core is magne-
tized by current in either direction, the relay

closes at the operating voltage determined by
spring tension.

Under normal conditions, closing the contact

points connects the positive terminal of the gen-
erator and the positive terminal of the battery.

Under conditions of incorrect polarity, the posi-

tive terminal of the generator and the negative
terminal of the battery will be connected. The
battery and generator are then in series across
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both the contact points and the series coil of the

relay. The extremely heavy current really

amounts to a short circuit on both generator and
battery. The heat generated is usually sufficient

to melt the contact points and ruin the wiring.

Usually, fuses are placed in the circuit to guard
against this contingency. Some circuit arrange-
ments prevent the relay contacts from closing if

the generator polarity is incorrect. The ordi-

nary REVERSE CURRENT RELAY WITH A RECTIFIER
unit in series with the shunt coil meets these
requirements.

COPPER-OXIDE RECTIFIER

Figure 72 is a simplified schematic diagram of
the G. E. reverse current relay unit. Except for

Figure 72.—G. i. reverse current relay.

the addition of an auxiliary relay and a copper-
oxide rectifier, the G. E. model is similar to the

simple reverse current relay shown in figure 69.

With a rectifier in the circuit, it is possible to

obtain current flow in one direction only. Thus,
the relay closes if the generator brush polarity is

correct. If the generator brush polarity reverses,
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the relay contacts cannot close because energiz-

ing current cannot flow in the opposite direction.

The G. E. unit was designed 'for operation
with large load currents. In order to conduct
the current, an additional maln line relay is

used. The relay consists of a single coil on an
iron core and a set of main contacts. The con-
tacts are made of silver and are about % inch in
diameter.

Silver is an excellent conductor of electricity.

It is, however, a comparatively soft metal, and is

easily pitted by arcs that form when the contacts
open or close. In order to prevent arcing at the
silver contacts, the contact arm is provided with
a set of copper contacts in shunt with the silver

contacts. The construction of the relay is such
that the copper contacts close first, momentarily
taking the load current. The 'silver contacts, in

closing an instant later, carry practically the full

load current. Whenever the relay points open,
the silver contacts break first and the main load
current is diverted momentarily to the copper
contacts. An instant later the copper contacts

break and ant arcing that occurs is always at the
copper contacts.

The copper-oxide rectifier is not a perfect rec-

tifier. But it offers high resistance to the current
flow in the opposite direction. (In this particu-

reverse direction is approximately 50 milliamperes
at 28.5 volts. The minimum current in the cor-

rect direction should be about 80 milliamperes at

the same voltage.)

The operation of the complete unit is similar to

that of a conventional reverse current relay.

Normally the "pilot'' relay contact points are

open. As the generator voltage rises, the current
through the shunt coil and copper-oxide rectifier

lar relay the allowable current in the
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increases. At a predetermined voltage, the cur-

rent becomes sufficient to magnetize the core and
close the contact points. This energizes the sole-

noid of the main line relay by placing that relay

across the line voltage. The relay, in turn, closes

the main line contacts. The main load current
immediately passes through the copper contacts.

A moment later it passes through the silver con-

tacts and shunts the copper contacts.

When the generator voltage decreases to a value

below the battery voltage, a reserve current flows

through the series winding of the pilot relay.

The action opens the contacts and breaks the cir-

cuit to the main line relay. The contact arm of

the main relay moves upward, drawing the silver

contacts apart first. The full load current then
passes through the copper contacts prior to the

break. Thus, it is seen that the silver contacts

break only a fraction of the total load current.

The copper contacts break the full load current.

The diagram in figure 72 shows the double
contacts on the main relay in an arrangement
which differs somewhat in construction from the

actual unit. The principle of operation, how-
ever, is the same.

•

NEW TYPE RELAY

The purpose of the copper-oxide rectifier is to

prevent the reverse current cut-out relay from
closing in the event the generator voltage is of

reversed polarity. A newer type relay (G. E.
3GTR72A1A) employs the rectifier for a different

purpose and has another means of preventing the

relay contacts from closing if the generator polar-

ity is reversed. This type relay insures opening
the relay contacts even if a high reverse current
flows to the generator.
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The reverse current relay, figure 73, consists

essentially of two parts

—

A current-carrying main contactor, con-
nected in series with the generator which
connects it to the main bus, and

A polarized, or pilot, relay in which the
action is dependent upon correct generator
voltage and excessive reverse current.

The potential coil of the polarized relay is

connected in series with the single disk copper-
oxide rectifier and a 250-ohm resistance across the
output of the generator. The magnetic pull of
the coil (7-1 (one leg of the U-shaped magnetic
core) is proportional to the voltage of the gen-
erator, but it opposes the action of the spring.

By adjusting the spring tension, the voltage can
be regulated to a point at which the contacts PC
will close. When these contacts close, coil (7-2

is energized and closes the main contacts MC.
This connects the generator to the main bus.

The relay is provided with a reverse current
coil (7-3 that always opens the contacts when a
current of 8 to 20 amperes flows in the reverse
direction at a line potential of 27.5 volts. This
coil of two turns is wound on the other leg of the
U-SHAPED MAGNETIC CORE.

When the current is flowing in the correct direc-

tion, its magnetic flux aids the flux of the poten-
tial coil. This prevents the relay from opening
in case the generator voltage drops below normal
closing voltage because of the increased load. If
a reverse current flows, however, the flux of the
current coil opposes that of the potential coil

and allows the spring to open the contacts.

When the current reverses quickly to a high
value, the reversal sometimes occurs so rapidly
that the spring does not have time to act. In
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other words, the flux of the current coil is suffi-

cient to overcome the potential coil flux and to
hold the relay closed. Two small permanent mag-
nets, mounted on the core above the current coil,

overcome this fault. The magnets, made of alloy,

possess the property of high retentivity. Their
purpose is twofold

—

First, they insure opening of the contacts when
high reverse current flows.

Second, they prevent operation of the relay if

the generator polarity is reversed. Originally, it

was the function of the rectifier to prevent opera-
tion in case of polarity reversal. At the present
time the rectifier is retained in the circuit because
the resistance of the nonmetallic conductor de-
creases as the temperature rises and the resistance

of the metallic potential coil increases as the
temperature rises. A 250-ohm resistor, placed in
the circuit, limits the current to an amount which
provides the desired ampere turns in the potential
coil.

Figure 74A shows the magnetic path when cur-
rent flows in the correct direction through the
current coil. The potential-coil flux and current-
coil flux are in the same direction in the U-shaped
core. When an extremely high reverse current
flows through the current coil, the flux produced
overcomes the potential-coil flux. The U-shaped
magnets are polarized in the opposite-to-normal
direction, and the magnetic path shown in figure

14JB is the result. The polarity of the lower per-
manent magnet opposes the reverse-current flux.

The upper permanent magnet assists the reverse-

current flux to pass through the upper magnet
and the permanent magnet yoke. The upper
magnet attracts the armature and opens the relay

contacts.
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The same condition would exist if the generator
had reverse polarity. The flux from the poten-
tial coil, however, would be reversed and would
not allow the relay to close.

CURRENT COIL
FLUX

POTENTIAL
FLUX

(A)

CURRENT COIL
FLUX

POTENTIAL COIL
FLUX

(B)

Figure 74.—Flux condition in polarized relay.
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CHAPTER 9

VOLTAGE REGULATION

WHAT IT DOES

You're rolling along a nice level stretch of
highway with the foot throttle well down toward
the floor. The motor is purring and the speed is

definitely pre-war. But as you start to climb a
long hill you notice a perceptible slowing up of

your speed even though you depress the old throt-

tle more and more. That is because hill climbing
places a new load on the motor—and the steeper

the hill the greater the load. The voltage regu-
lator adds a similar load to the generator voltage

at high speeds of the driving engine—and so

reduces the induced emf.

A constant line voltage must be maintained
in a simple power supply system. But the volt-

age of any generator is dependent on the speed of
rotation. Thus, if the generator operates in par-

allel with the battery, the line voltage produced
by the combined units varies with the generator
speed.
The solution would be simple if the generator

could be made to operate at a constant speed. A
partial solution has been the use of a slipping

clutch between the generator drive shaft and the
engine. The clutch is so designed that it starts
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to slip at a certain engine speed, and will not
drive the generator at a greater speed even though
the speed of the engine is increased.

The slipping clutch arrangement is still used in

certain types of naval aircraft. It is being re-

placed, however, by direct drive units. In every
case, it is used in conjunction with a voltage regu-
lator, and it serves to reduce the work of the

regulator. .

If the generator is energized by direct drive

from the engine—as is now the general condition

—

all attempts to maintain a constant generator volt-

age are concerned with the internal features of
THE GENERATOR.
The induced voltage of a generator depends on

two factors. One of these is the number of con-
ductors in the armature. This is fixed when the
armature is designed by the manufacturer. For
practical reasons the number of conductors can-
not be changed. The second factor is the rate of
cutting magnetic flux, which depends on the
speed of the armature. The engine drives the
armature—nothing can be done about controlling

its speed. The factor that can be regulated is

THE AMOUNT OF FLUX.
In all aircraft generators, magnetic flux is sup-

plied by an electromagnetic field. The amount of

flux produced is a function of the field current.

In turn the current is determined by the voltage

impressed on the field and the resistance of the
field. By controlling the field resistance, it is

possible to reduce or increase the field strength.

For a given speed the decreasing or increasing
the field strength increases or decreases the in-

duced voltage produced in the generator armature.
The variation of generator voltage by control
of field resistance is the basis of nearly all
voltage regulators.
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Figure 75 illustrates the simplest form of volt-
age regulator. A variable regulator resistor

has been placed in series with the field winding
of the generator. At a given speed the generator
terminal voltage has a definite value. If the
speed is increased, the generator terminal voltage
increases. At an increased speed the generator
voltage can be reduced to its original value by
increasing the field resistance which reduces the
field current, field flux, and induced emf. Thus,
the generator can be kept at a constant voltage by
variation of the field regulator resistor.

Figure 75.—Voltage regulator.

Yn figure 75 the field resistance is controlled
manually. Actually, in a voltage regulator the

control action would be automatic. Various
methods are used to secure automatic action. The
principle of operation in all cases, however, is a.

variation of field current through change in
field resistance.

VIBRATION FOR REGULATION

In the circuit diagram shown in figure 76 a fixed

resistor has been placed in the field circuit. The
regulating resistor is bridged by two contact

points. When the points are closed, the regulat-
ing resistor is short circuited and the only resist-

ance present is in the field windings. Under
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this condition the generator will develop maximum
voltage for a given speed. If the contact points
are opened, the short circuit is removed and the
resistance of the field circuit becomes that of the
windings plus that of the regulating resistor.

Under this condition the field current is reduced
and the generator voltage also decreases.

If the contact points are made to vibrate with
great rapidity, the field current is alternately in-

creased and decreased at the same rate. The

Figure 76.—Vibrating contact regulator.

induced voltage of the generator is correspond-
ingly increased and decreased. Hence, with this

arrangement the instantaneous induced emf of the
generator is alternately higher and lower than the
required voltage. But a constant voltage is

required. And by controlling the rate of vibra-

tion of the contacts, the average voltage is held
substantially constant. All vibrating type voltage
regulators operate on this principle.

For automatic operation, the contact points
must be controlled by a vibrating mechanism.
The mechanism must be controlled by the line

voltage variation which it seeks to eliminate.
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Figure 77 is a schematic diagram of a typical
vibrating voltage regulator. The regulator con-
sists of a single winding on a soft-iron core, and a
vibrating armature fitted with contact points.

The regulator coil winding (shunt coil) is con-
nected directly across the generator terminals.
The contacts are bridged across a regulator
resistor in the field circuit of the generator.

Normally the contact points are held closed by
the action of an adjustable spring. When the
generator is rotating at a speed such that the line

FlQur# 77a~~'Vibrotinq voltOQt r#£ulotor.

voltage is normal or below, the contacts remain
closed. Under this condition the regulator re-

sistor in the field circuit is short-circuited by the
points, and a normal field current flows. Current
also flows through the shunt coil of the regulator.

The strength of the current is proportional to the
generator voltage. With normal voltage, the cur-

rent is not strong enough to energize the core.

Hence, the points stay closed.

If the generator voltage, because of increased
speed, goes above the rated line voltage, the regu-

lator begins to function. Current in the regula-

tor coil is strong enough to energize the core and
attract the armature. The action opens the con-
tacts. When the points separate, the field circuit
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resistance is increased by the amount of the regu-
lating resistor bridged across the contacts. The
increase in field resistance lowers the generator

field current which, in turn, reduces the amount
of magnetic flux in the field poles.

The armature conductors now have less flux to

cut and the generator terminal voltage falls. The
reduction in generator voltage reduces the current

through the relay. Consequently, the points close

and again short circuit the regulating resistor.

The action increases the field current and the

generator terminal voltage. Again the points

open. The result of the cycle of operation is a
high-speed vibration of the regulator armature.

The speed with which the regulator contacts

vibrate affects the efficiency of the regulator.

Two factors limit the rapidity of this action

—

the inertia (resistance to movement) of the con-

tact arm and the speed with which magnetism
is reduced in the core when the contacts open.
To speed up the action of the contacts, vibrating
voltage regulators often are provided with a
second winding, which is used to demagnetize the
core.

A voltage regulator which incorporates this de-
magnetizing winding is illustrated in figure 78.

Normally, the contact points are held closed by an
adjustable spring. In this position, both the de-
magnetizing winding and the field regulating re-

sistance are short-circuited by the closed contacts.

When the line voltage is correct, the contacts re-

main closed and the only resistance in the field

is that of the field windings. If the generator
voltage rises above the normal rated voltage", the
contact points open. The separation of the points
places the regulating resistor and demagnetizing
winding in series with the field circuit.
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The increase in field resistance reduces the field

current. This action lowers the generator termi-

nal voltage. The reduced field current, however,
passes through the demagnetizing winding. Its
direction is such that it opposes the action of the
regulator shunt winding. This produces a rapid
demagnetization of the core, and speeds up the

rate of vibration of the regulator armature.

Jil §111 ll18 It

r

LOAD
CIRCUIT

riguro /o.—vonage reguiuTor witn ocmagneiixing winamg.
i

An efficient voltage regulator protects the de-

vices in the load circuit from damage by over-

voltage. The regulator, however, does not pro-

tect the generator itself. Overloading, short cir-

cuits, and a faulty condition in the battery may
cause the generator to deliver an excessive amount
of current. Many circuits are provided with
fuses to prevent this condition. Others make use
of a current regulator.

The construction of the unit in figure 79 is sim-
ilar to that of the vibrating voltage regulator.

The regulator coil, however, consists of a few
turns of heavy wire, and the unit as a whole
is placed in series with the load circuit. The
contact points are bridged across a regulating re-

sistor in the field circuit of the generator. The
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control action of the field resistor is similar to
that of the voltage regulator.

The current regulator operates on the principle
that load current is proportional to load voltage.

Therefore, excessive load current can be reduced
by lowering the generator terminal voltage below
the value maintained by the voltage regulator.

The contact points normally are held closed.
When they are closed, the regulating resistor

shunting the points is short-circuited and the
ONLY RESISTANCE IN THE FIELD CIRCUIT is that of

LOAD
CIRCUIT

Figure 79.—Vibrating current regulator.

the field winding. The full load current of the
armature passes through the main coil of the
regulator. When this current is below the maxi-
mum rated current of the generator, the regulator

points remain closed.

If the load current is above the maximum rated
current, the regulator points open. Separation
of the contacts places the regulating resistor in
the field circuit. The action reduces both the
induced emf and the terminal voltage of the gen-
erator. Since load current is proportional to
the generator terminal voltage, the load current is

thereby decreased. The reduction in load current
permits the spring to close the points again. The
generator terminal voltage and load current again
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increase, and the points open. This cycle of
operation is repeated many times per second.

Thus, the load current is controlled—it never ex-

ceeds the current rating of the generator.

REGULATION BY COMBINATION

The voltage regulator, current regulator, and
cut-out relay are often included in one unit.

Figure 80 is a schematic diagram showing the COn-

Figure 80.—Combination regulator.

nection of all three of these in one electrical sys-

tem. In this particular circuit, both regulators

operate on the same regulating resistor. The re-

sistor is shunted by a series connection comprising
the contact points of both regulators. The open-
ing of either "set of contact points places the

regulating resistor in the field circuit. Under
normal operating conditions, only the voltage

regulator points vibrate. The current regulator

serves as a safety device for the generator. It

functions only if the load current becomes too

high.

In certain types of regulators the regulating

field resistors is divided into two sections. One
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Figure 81.—Regulator in negatively grounded system.

section is bridged across the voltage regulator
contact points. The other is bridged , across the
current regulator contact points. Figure 81 il-

lustrates this type of regulation unit in a nega-
tively grounded system.

G. E. MODEL 3GBD1A18 REGULATOR

Figure 82 shows the simple electrical equiva-
lent of the regulator circuits for a G. E. Model
3GBD1A18 generator-voltage regulator. In op-
eration this regulator maintains a constant out-

Figure 82.—G. E. regulator.
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put of 28.5 volts. This output is adjusted at the

factory. It may be used within a range of 26 to

30 volts d. c. The regulator also is used to equal-

ize generator load in installations involving the

uses of two or more generators connected in
parallel.

Voltage control is achieved by a series of re-

sistance steps in the regulating resistor. The
resistance steps are introduced into, or shorted
out of, the generator field circuit by a set of 24
contact fingers and a silver contact bar. The
contact fingers are operated by an armature in

the magnetic circuit which is energized by a pair
of potential coils. The coils are connected
through an adjustable resistor across the voltage

to be regulated. A bimetal temperature com-
pensator adjusts for changes in voltage due to

temperature variations ranging from 40° to 50° C.

When the current through the potential coils

becomes greater because of an increase in the

speed of armature rotation, the regulator arma-
ture is pulled toward the pole pieces. The motion
raises the finger-lifter which, in turn, removes
the contact fingers, one by one, from the contact
bar. As the contact fingers are lifted from the

bar, resistance is introduced into the generator
field circuit. The action decreases the generator
output, thus controlling the voltage. The cur-

rent flows from the generator positive terminal

to the contact bar and through the contact fingers

to the regulating resistor. From there it goes to

the field winding of the generator. When a
finger lifts away from the contact bar, an element
of resistance is introduced into the circuit. The
maximum resistance in the field circuit is reached
when all fingers are lifted from the bar.

The resistor in the regulator is arranged in

two 36-ohm sections. The regulator is wired so
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that by changing a terminal it is possible to use
the regulator on either double-field or single-field

generators. In the case of the single-field con-
nection the two resistance sections are connected
in parallel for a total of 18 ohms. This may be
done without any change in external wiring.
It is also possible to obtain 72 ohms in a single

circuit by making the proper changes in the ex-

ternal wiring.

The potential coil contains two windings. One
of these serves to equalize the load carried by
several generators operating in parallel. The flux

of the equalizer coil, in combination with the flux

of the second winding, changes the resistance in
the generator field circuit or circuits. The change
is made in such a way that the load is distributed

in proportion to the generator ratings. The
equalizer winding is energized by the voltage drop
across the adjustable paralleling resistor. There
is a connection from the negative brush of each
generator to the negative bus. The drop is pro-
portional to the load carried by each generator,
provided that the paralleling resistors are prop-
erly adjusted. The resistors must be adjusted
individually after installation in the aircraft to
compensate for the differences between the wiring
resistances and those of series fields on generators
of different manufacture.
The regulator unit may be detached from the

complete assembly without disturbing the remain-
der of the regulator assembly. It may be re-

moved for testing or replacement by releasing

the two Dzus fasteners.

CARBON-PILE RHEOSTAT

Figure 83 is a schematic diagram of an effi-

cient type of voltage regulator. It consists of a
carbon-pile rheostat inserted in the field circuit
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of the generator. Field current in the circuit,

therefore, is controlled by the resistance of the
rheostat. The carbon pile itself consists of a
series of carbon disks or wafers set in an in-

sulated sleeve. One end of the sleeve is closed

by a spring, controlled by the action of an elec-

tromagnet connected across the line.

The resistance from one end of the carbon pile

to the other is determined by the spring tension.

If the compression -weakens, the carbon disks
move apart. The disks only touch each other at
certain points and increase the over-all resistance.

Conversely, whenever the spring effect is strong,

the disks are pressed together, and decrease the
over-all resistance.

An electromagnet acts to weaken the effect of
the spring. The electromagnet is across the line.

An increase in generator voltage also increases
the current to the electromagnet. If the genera-
tor voltage raises the line voltage above the lim-
iting value, the increased magnetic force attracts

the iron core which eases the compression effect

of the pile spring. The increase in resistance de-

FIELO COIL

r

L

CARBON \- IRON CORE
|

OISCS I

Figure 83.—Carbon-pile voltage regulator schematic diagram.
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creases both the field current and the flux produced
by this current. Since the generator armature
has less flux to cut, the induced emf of the genera-

tor decreases.

A condition of equilibrium is established be-
tween the opposing forces of the spring and the
electromagnet. The resistance of the pile is de-
termined by the position which the spring as-

sumes at the balance point. Any tendency toward
increase in line voltage affects the balance point

by increasing the strength of the electromagnet.

Thus, the field current decreases as the generator
speed increases. The result is a constant line

voltage.

The diagram of the carbon-pile regulator shown
in figure 83 is a simplified version of the actual

regulator. But it illustrates the principle of
operation.

ADJUSTMENT AND SETTING

Setting the adjustable rheostat is the first pro-
cedure when using a carbon-pile regulator. Two
methods are in common usage

—

The precision ohmmeter, and
The measurement of current flow method.

Figure 84 shows that two leads from the pre-
cision ohmmeter are connected to the A+ and
A— plugs on the panel board. The lock nut on
the rheostat adjusting screw is loosened. The ad-
justing screw is turned until the ohmmeter regis-

ters a reading of 52.8 ohms. No further adjust-
ments of the rheostat screw should be necessary.

Figure 85 shows the circuit arrangement neces-
sary in order to adjust resistance of carbon pile

by the current-flow method. A variable resistor

is inserted into the line in order to adjust the
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voltage accurately to 28.5 volts. The steps in the

procedure are as follows

—

RHEOSTAT
ADJUSTING SCREW- CONTROL BOX COVER

ANO REGULATOR
COMBINATION

OHMMETER

Figure 84. Preciiion ohmmefer.

Adjust line rheostat until voltmeter reads
29.5 volts.

Loosen the lock nut holding the carbon-pile

rheostat adjusting screw.

Turn the adjusting screw until the milliam-
meter reads 540±5 milliamperes, main-
taining the voltage constant at 28.5 volts

by means of the variable resistor.

Tighten the rheostat lock nut.

RHEOSTAT
ADJUSTING SCREW CONTROL BOX COVER

ANO REGULATOR
COMBINATION

PLUG-IN PANEL BOARD

FIXED RESISTOR
+
BATTERY 30 VOLTS

- VARIABLE
5 OHMS

RESISTOR
100 WATTS

0-750
DC. MILLAMPERES VOLTMETER

0-50 VOLTS DC.

nguro oj, meoiurtmeni or currvfii Djr curr©ni-now mernoa*

The adjustment compensates for line resist-

ance to the carbon pile.
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Figures 86 and 87 show external and internal

views of a carbon-pile regulator. And, figure 73
A and B shows the internal structure of the car-
bon-pile regulator.

Certain mechanical adjustments must be made
before the wiring can be completed. The core

Figure 86.—Carbon-pile regulator (exterior).

Figure 87.—Carbon-pile regulator (interior).
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should be turned until the punch or chisel mark is

in line with the corresponding mark on the back
plate of the magnet housing. In order to do this,

the core locking screws must first be loosened.

The screws are tightened after the core has been
alined. On the opposite end of the regulator is a
dust cover secured by three knurled nuts. Re-
move these nuts in order to have access to the
carbon pile locking screw. Rotate the carbon-pile
screw in a counterclockwise direction until pres-

sure on the spring is released.

Next rotate the screw in a clockwise direction
until two-thirds of the length of any one spring
arm is in contact with the spring support.
The electrical adjustments on the carbon-pile

regulator are made as follows

—

Aline A-f, A— , and F-\- terminals on the
control box cover and regulator combina-
tion with the corresponding plug-in prongs
in the control box. Plug in the panel board
assembly, shown in figure 89. Lock the
cover of the control box.

Connect the control box containing the carbon
pile regulator into the test circuit.

With no d-c load applied, bring the generator
to a speed of 2,400 rpm, observing the out-
put voltage of the voltmeter. If the output
tends to rise above 28.5 volts, back the screw
plug enough to maintain an output slightly"

below 28.5 volts. Generator speed must be
maintained at 2,400 rpm.

With the generator running at proper speed,
slowly back the pile screw until the volt-

meter needle fluctuates rapidly (indicating
instability of the regulator) or steadily
approaches zero reading. If the condition
of instability is reached, screw in the pile
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screw until the voltmeter needle stops fluc-

tuating. Lock the pile screw.

If the voltmeter needle steadily approaches
zero, the direction of the pile screw rotation
should be reversed. It should be turned
inward slowly while closely observing move-
ment of the voltmeter needle.

BI-METAL RING

(B)

Figure 88.—Internal construction of carbon-pile regulator.
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As illustrated in figure 90, the voltage rises to
maximum when the pile screw is turned inward,
drops off to a minimum and then begins to rise

again. The best regulating position will be at a
point just before the voltage reaches minimum.
When making this adjustment, the pile screw
should be turned slowly inward until the voltage
passes through maximum and then through min-
imum. As the voltage begins to rise again, back
the pile screw slowly outward until the voltage
again passes through minimum and begins to rise.

Lock the pile screw.
The curve is the characteristic voltage curve of

the carbon pile regulator.

The voltage should read 28.5 volts after the pile

screw has been adjusted properly. If the voltage

differs, loosen core locking screws and slowly turn
the core outward in order to raise the voltage, or
inward, to lower the voltage to the required 28.5

volts. Tighten core locking screws.

It may be necessary to repeat adjustments
(rotation of pile screw) several times until

optimum adjustment of the regulator is obtained.
After all regulator adjustments have been com-

pleted, apply a d-c load of 5 amperes on the gen-
erator. The regulated voltage should remain at
28.5 volts. Vary the output load from 0 to 30
amperes. Voltage should remain stable. Vary
the generator speed from 2,400 to 3,600 rpm. If
the output voltage remains steady, the carbon pile

regulator is ready for installation in an airplane.

Reinstall dust cover on regulator, tighten
knurled screws.

Resetting the pile screw and core are fine and
sensitive adjustments which must be carefully
made. In making the necessary adjustments, do
not rotate either the pile screw or the core more
than one thirty-second of a turn at a time. Do
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Figure 89.—Wiring diagram for setting carbon pile.

not loosen locking screw more than necessary as
it will alter adjustment of the pile screw when
retightened. Loosen pile locking screw only
enough to turn pile screw.

The carbon pile regulator must be used with the
same type of generator to which it has been ad-
justed on the test bench.

Id

O

5
o
>

Q.

BEST REGULATING
POSITION

MOVEMENT OF

~f PILE- SCREW
OUTWARD

Figure 90.—Curve of voltage.
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After all adjustments to the regulator have been
completed on the bench, install it in the airplane.

Increase the engine to a point where it drives

the generator at 2,400 rpm or more. (The drive

ratio of most engine-driven generators is approx-
imately Therefore at an engine speed
of 1,600 rpm, the generator is turning at 2,400

rpm.) Check the regulator from no load to full

load at various generator speeds above 2,400 rpm.
Check the voltage with an accurate portable volt-

meter connected across the load side of the regu-

lator. A properly set regulator shows a slightly

higher voltage setting than 28.5 volts due to the

increased resistance in the regulator coil circuit.

This results from the long leads necessary in the

airplane wiring.

The advantages of the carbon-pile voltage regu-

lator are

—

Regulation of the generated a-c and d-c out-

put voltage is improved by reason of the
continuous resistance change within the
carbon pile.

The resistance changes instantaneously in re-

sponse to fluctuations of the generated out-

put voltage.

Radio interference is minimized due to the
absence of movable contacts.

Increased wattage capacity gives the regu-
lator a greater range and allows regulation
of higher field current generators.

The carbon pile regulator is not affected by
normal aircraft vibration or shock.
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CHAPTER 10

SOURCES OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY

GENERATORS AND ALTERNATORS

What causes pulsating and alternating cur-

rents f What are the factors in back of the elec-

trical energy produced in generators? You have
learned that a generator produces direct current.

You have also learned that a generator producing
alternating current is known as an alternator.

In this chapter you are going to discover some in-

teresting characteristics of the generators used in

Naval aircraft.

An alternator, driven at variable speed by an
aircraft engine, is subject to the same voltage

variation as a d-c generator. The frequency of

the induced emf is also proportional to the speed.

Although there is no simple method of controlling

the frequency of an alternator driven at various

speeds, it is possible to maintain a constant out-

put voltage.

The field of an alternator must be supplied
with direct current. The d-c voltage may be ob-

tained from batteries, an external d-c generator,

or a d-c generator on the shaft of the alternator.

A constant d-c voltage applied to the field of

an alternator will not maintain constant voltage
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output at the alternator terminals. Both the fre-

quency and voltage magnitude change with speed.

It is necessary to decrease field excitation as the

speed of the alternator increases. A voltage reg-

ulator must be used with alternators even if a
constant d-c voltage is applied to the field

windings.
The schematic diagram of a self-excited d-c gen-

erator and a separately excited inductor type
alternator is shown in figure 91 A and B. With
this arrangement it is impossible to maintain con-

UNREGULATED
D-C GENERATOR

UNREGULATED
A-C GENERATOR

!
U (1 U LOAD

1 \X " U 1
CIRCUIT

FIELD
EXTERNALLY

EXCITED FIELO

(B)

d-c generator—Unregulated.

stant output voltage. In the alternator, the volt-

age output and frequency both increase with an
increase in armature speed. In the d-c generator,

the output voltage only increases with increase in

armature speed.

In the alternator field circuit, the field voltage,

field current, and flux density are all constant.

In the d-c generator, the field voltage and field

current vary with armature speed. Because of

magnetic saturation in the iron, the flux density

remains substantially constant when the genera-
tor reaches rated voltage. An increase in field

current produced by an increase in armature
voltage serves only to overheat the field windings.

After the magnetic saturation is reached, any
increase in armature voltage is due to increase in
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rate of flux cutting. Thus, the output voltage of

both machines varies in the same way with change
in armature speed over the operating range.

In figure 92 A and B, the machines shown in

figure 91 A and B have been equipped with a

means for regulating output voltage. The vari-

able resistance in the field circuit makes it pos-

sible to vary the field current. By reducing the

field current through an increase in field resist-

ance, it is possible to maintain constant output
voltage. Resistance variation in this case is a
manual operation. Obviously in an airplane this

system is impractical. It is necessary to use a
system in which the field resistance variation is

entirely automatic.
Voltage regulation of alternators is accom-

plished in much the same way as is voltage regu-

lation in d-c generators, but with some additional

equipment.
A separately excited inductor-type alternator,

equipped with a vibrating-type voltage regulator,

is shown in figure 93. The object of the regulator

is to .maintain constant a-c output at the terminals

of the alternator. The a-c output is applied to

opposite points of a bridge-type copper-oxide

rectifier circuit. Current flow through the ele-

ment of this circuit is possible only in the direc-

tion of the arrows on each copper-oxide element.

Whenever point A on the stator winding is

positive, point N on the rectifier is also positive.

Current flows to the regulator winding by means
of the path from point N to point Y and returns

to the negative side of the stator windings by
means of a path from point M to point X.
Whenever point A on the stator winding is

negative, point X on the rectifier will be positive.

Current now flows to the regulator winding over

a path from point X to point Y on the rectifier.
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It returns to the stator winding through the path
between points M and N on the rectifier. Thus,
the current through the regulator is a pulsating
direct current. The strength of this current
IS PROPORTIONAL TO THE A-C STATOR VOLTAGE AP-
PLIED TO THE LOAD CIRCUIT.

The spring of the regulator may be set to
operate at a required load voltage. The pro-
cedure from this point is similar to that for regu-
lation of a d-c generator. Operation of the
contact points introduces resistance into the field-

Figure 94.—Alternator regulator (carbon-pile type).

circuit. The resulting reduction in field flux re-

duces the stator voltage. Reduction in stator

voltage weakens the magnetic strength of the

regulator. The contacts close because of this loss

in magnetic force and the stator voltage again
rises. The action is repeated rapidly many times
per second. The make-an-break action at the

contacts maintains a constant average value of

the output voltage at the desired value.

In the circuit, a battery is used to furnish alter-

nator field voltage. The voltage is usually ob-

tained from a generator driven on the same shaft
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as the alternator. A separate voltage regulator

is used to maintain constant voltage from the

generator. The constant value of d-c voltage

replaces the battery voltage in the field circuit of

the alternator.

Figure 94 illustrates the circuit diagram of the

same inductor-type alternator with a carbon pile

regulator in place of the vibrating regulator. The
operation of the carbon pile unit has already been
described. Its application in this circuit is self-

explanatory.

GENERATORS

The Eclipse Model No. 314 aircraft generator,
figure 95, is a conventionally-regulated, shunt-field

Figure 95.—Aircraft gonorotor—Eclipse Model No. 314.

four-pole unit. Rotation of the armature is ob-

tained by direct drive from the aircraft engine.

The generator is designed for use in aircraft re-

quiring medium d-c power for the operation of

radio and electrical equipment.
Electrical characteristics of Eclipse Model

No. 314—
d-c voltage, 30 volts,

d-c current, 50 amperes.
Power output, 1,500 watts.

Speed, 2,400/3,600 rpm.
Cooling, Fan.
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Figure 96 shows a schematic wiring diagram of
the generator. The voltage is controlled by regu-
lating the amount of current flowing through the
shunt field. The control action is obtained by
means of an NF-2D voltage control box and a
type 111144 carbon-pile voltage regulator which is

adjusted to maintain the voltage constant at 28.5

volts. With this unit, the voltage remains con-

stant from no load to full load, at generator
speeds of 2,400 to 3,600 rpm. Using the carbon-

^REGULATED SHUNT FIELD WINDING

Figure 96.—Wiring diagram—Eclipse generator. Model No. 314.

pile voltage regulator in conjunction with the NF—
2D voltage control box requires some minor modi-
fications and adjustments in the control box.

The generator is designed for continuous oper-
ation at full rated output and is ruggedly con-
structed, both mechanically and electrically, to

withstand vibration encountered on a shock
mounted engine of high power output. It is

provided with a flexible drive in the form of a
flexible rubber coupling to absorb torsional vibra-

tion and power impulses from the engine, thereby
preventing damage to the generator and excessive

wear on the engine driving member.

A+

F +

A-

TO VOLTAGE

CONTROL BOX
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The direction of armature rotation is indicated

by an arrow etched into the metal surface of the

front head bearing cap. The rotation of the

generator armature is opposite to the engine
drive rotation.

The General Electrtc Model 2cm7obi d-g gen-
erator, figure 97, is a high capacity d-c generator
used in aircraft usually equipped with a large

amount of electric motor-driven equipment. A

Figure 97.—Generator, Model 2CM70B1.

rotary converter usually supplies a-c power for

operation of the radio transmitter. The conven-

tional dynamotor is used for supplying high volt-

age for the radio receiver and its accessories.

Electrical characteristics of G. E. Model
2CM70B1

—

d-c voltage, 28.5 volts,

d-c current, 200 amperes.

Power output, 5.7 kilowatts.

Speed, 2,500/4,500 rpm.
Cooling, Air blast.
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The field circuit consists of a shunt-wound
main winding, a compensating winding, and a

commutation winding. The shunt field has six

main poles. The compensating winding also con-
sists of six poles.

The armature brush assembly is made up of

six brush assemblies with two brushes in each
assembly. Three of these brush assemblies are
connected in parallel to form the positive terminal.
The remaining three assemblies are connected in

parallel to form the negative terminal. The six

brushes carry the heavy current to both the posi-

tive and negative terminals. The construction of

the principal subassemblies is shown in figure 98.

ABC 0 E

Figure 98.—Principal subassemblies of generator.

A pencil drive shaft absorbs any mechanical
shock which might be transmitted from the en-

gine to the generator armature. The shaft is

encased in a tube of asbestos which protects it

from the high temperatures encountered. The
splining of the shaft into the armature core at

the anti-drive end assures positive drive.

The generator is cooled by an air blast obtained
by mounting a funnel in the engine cowl section.

The airstream is fed through a tube and cover
cap into the anti-drive end of the generator. This
forces the air through the generator, around the
armature and field poles, and out through the
exhaust openings at the drive end of the generator
housing.
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Voltage regulation is obtained through resist-

ance control of the shunt winding by a generator
voltage regulator.

The complete winding and connection diagram
of the generator is shown in figure 99.

A

Three methods may be used to produce in-

duced voltage

—

By cutting a magnetic field of constant
strength with a conductor. In the case of
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the generator, the conductors move, and the

field is both constant and stationary. In the
alternator, the conductors are stationary and
a magnetic field of constant strength moves
across the conductors.

By producing a collapsing and expanding
magnetic field which cuts across a secondary
circuit as in a transformer and ignition coil.

In this case, the field strength is varied by

AC. STATOR

Figure 100.—Inductor alternator—Minimum reluctance position.

changing the current in the flux-producing
circuit by the application of an a-c voltage,

or the use of breaker points on a d-c circuit.

By changing magnetic field strength
through change in the reluctance of the mag-
netic circuit, as in certain types of magnetos
and alternators.

The d-c portion of an NEA-3 generator uses
the conventional system employed in all d-c gen-
erators—that of cutting flux with conductors on
a revolving armature. The a-c voltage in the
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alternator section uses the third method. In the

latter case the induced voltage in the stator wind-
ing is produced by a collapsing and expanding
field which acts on the stator windings. The ac-

tion occurs because of the cyclic variation in the

reluctance of the magnetic circuit formed by the

pole pieces and the revolving rotor.

The maimer in which reluctance change is

effected is illustrated in figure 100. A condition

of minimum reluctance is obtained because of the

small air gap between the teeth of the slotted

A.C. STATOR

Figure 101.—Inductor alternator—Maximum reluctance poiition.

rotor and stator. The highest value of flux is

obtained in this position.

In figure 101 the reluctance of a magnetic circuit

is very high because of the comparatively long

air gap in the magnetic circuit. A condition of

minimum flux density is obtained in this position.

As the rotor revolves, the reluctance increases

and decreases at a rate determined by rotor speed.

The magnetic field is increased and decreased at

the same rate. The action of this field induces
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an a-c voltage in the stator windings at a fre-

quency determined by rotor speed.

The nea-3 generator, figure 102, is composed of

two separate units mounted in a common shell.

One is a conventional-type d-c generator consisting

of a yoke, pole-shoes, shunt field, armature, and
brushes. The other unit is an inductor-type alter-

nator consisting of a stator, holding the a-c wind-
ing and a-c exciting field, and a rotor with no
winding.

Figure 102.—External view—NEA—3 generator.

The d-c armature and a-c rotor are mounted on
a common shaft and are driven by a pencil shaft

splined to the armature at the anti-drive end of

the generator. The mechanism uses either a 6-

or 16-tooth drive spline. No constant speed
mechanism is used as both the a-c and d-c outputs
are externally controlled by separate carbon-pile
voltage regulators. The output ratings of the
NEA-3 are as follows

—

D-C OUTPUT A-C OUTPUT
Volts, 28.5. Volts, 120.

Amperes, GO. Amperes, 10-12.

Frequency, 800.

Watts, 1,200.

Volt-amperes, 1,440.
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Both units are provided with quick-disconnect

plugs and are designed for use in insulated electri-

cal systems.
The generator will develop its rated output

voltage when driven at speeds of 2,400-3,600 rpm.
The generator may be mounted in any position,

having 25/64-inch diameter mounting holes for
attachment to an engine mounting flange.

All electrical connections are made through
AN standard disconnect plugs. An air inlet for

D C. REGULATED FIELD REGULATED ' A C. FIELD MAlU-FIXED A C.

Figure 1 03.—Schematic diagram of NEA— 3 generator with carbon-pile regulation.

blast cooling is located in the center of the machine
and can be changed to any of four positions.

Forced cooling is necessary when operaing at full

load.

The unit operates as a standard d-c generator
having a self-excited field, an armature, and
brushes. The d-c output is controlled by a sep-

arately mounted carbon-pile control unit, figure

103 (A), which regulates the voltage output. The
a-c output is generated by induction and is also

regulated by a carbon-pile voltage control unit,

figure 103 (B). The operation of all units is
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automatic, depending only upon the aircraft en-

gine for its drive. All wiring connections, and
brushes should be checked after 50 hours of engine
operation. Regulation of the generated output
voltage is improved through use of a carbon-pile
regulator.

The purpose of the NEA-5 generator is to

supply a-c power for radio equipment and d-c

power for battery charging, for motors, and for
other d-c equipment. Specifications and pre-
liminary instructions follow

—

Speed range, 4,400 to 10,000 rpm.
d-c output, 200 amperes at 28.5 volts,

a-c output, 1,200 watts at 120 volts.

Frequency, 800 cycles at 4,000 rpm.

The a-c output is voltage-regulated, with the
1001^4—A carbon-pile control box. The d-c out-

put is voltage-regulated, with the 1260-1-A car-

bon-pile control box.

The NEA-5 generator is a four-pole unit with
an a-c alternator of the inductor type. The unit
supplies a-c power for the radio equipment and
d-c power for the entire electrical system. The
mounting fixtures are applicable to lie standard
main-engine mounting pad. Two disconnect plugs
are provided. One of these is for the d-c
3102032-1P, and the other for the a-c 3102-22-10S.
The generator and the control boxes are com-
pletely shielded.

A nine-microfarad series condenser (paper, oil-

filled type) with a peak voltage rating of 300
volts must be used with the alternator. The
condenser can be located in the apparatus for
which the power is supplied, or in the external
a-c line.

Before running the generator with the control
boxes installed, make certain that the wire from
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the terminal on the output disconnect-plug of

the a-c control box B is connected to the load
side of the series condenser.

The a-c control box uses the conventional car-

bon-pile regulator which is actuated from a recti-

fied a-c supply. An adjusting screw for making
small voltage corrections is located on the side

of the control box. If a correction of more than
10 volts is necessary, or if the voltage becomes
unstable, send the control box to an overhaul
station.

An AC 3102-22-10P disconnect-plug on the in-

put, and a 3102-22-98 plug on the output are

used on this box. The d-c control box also has a
carbon-pile voltage regulator, but it is of larger

capacity and is contained in a finned air-cooled

housing. A voltage correction screw is located

on the top cover of the control box. Instruc-

tions for use are similar to those given for the

a-c control box.
i

An adjusting screw is located on the side of

the a-c box. The screw is protected by a hexagon-
shaped nut. It is used for adjustment when two
or more generators are operated in parallel. The
adjustment is made for equalizing the loads when
the equipment is originally installed. They
should not need further adjustment so long as
the wiring is not disturbed. When changing the
d-c voltage regulators for overhaul or other pur-
poses, only the top half of the box should be
removed. This leaves the bottom section, con-
taining the paralleling control, in the airplane.

Thus, it is not necessary to re-parallel the
generators.

The following procedure should be employed
when installing new equipment that is to operate
in parallel

—
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A d-c ammeter (0 to 250 amperes) should be
installed in each of the positive output lines.

Only two generators at a time should be par-
alleled. The No. 1 generator should be
paralleled with the No. 2 generator. Then
the No. 1 with No. 3, and No. 1 with No.
4—in case of a four-engine installation.

The paralleling resistor should be adjusted
on any pair of generators until the reading
on the load ammeters is equal when each
generator is carrying approximately 75
percent of load.

The d-c control box has only one disconnect-
plug, 3102-24-2P.

The control boxes may be mounted in any po-
sition, and should be located where they will not
be subjected to oil or water spray. The generator
bearings are sealed, and should not need servicing
for the life of the bearing.

The NEA-2B and NEA-2D aircraft engine-
driven generators were primarily designed for
aircraft electrical and radio systems requiring
12 to. 24 volts d. c. and 120-volt 800-cycle a. c.

Twin-engine aircraft usually have one generator
mounted on each engine. The ratings of the
generators are as follows

—

NEA-2B NEA-2D
Volts, a. c, 120. Volts, a. c, 120.

Amperes, a. c, 7-9. Amperes, a. c, 7-9.

Watts, a. c, 840. Watts, a. c, 840.

Voltamperes, 1,080. Voltamperes, 1,080.

Frequency^-
Volts, d. c, 14-14.6. Volts, d. c, 28-28.5.

Amperes, d. c, 30. Amperes, d. c, 25.

The splined end of the generator fits into a
geared coupling on the engine. The coupling
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has a step-up ratio of approximately 1% to 1.

Therefore, if the engine is turning over at 1,500

rpm, the generator is actually turning at 2,250

rpm.
The generator, when operated at an engine

drive speed of 1,500 to 1,800 rpm, will maintain
the rated a-c output with one-half the d-c and full

a-c loads. A reduction of the drive speed below
the value for rated output will result in a decrease

in frequency and d-c output. Further decrease in

generator drive speed will result in decreased a-c

output as well.

The generator has two shunt fields, one fixed

and one regulated. It also has a fixed a-c or

stator winding.
The a-c stator winding is wound parallel and

adjacent to the shell of the generator in such a
manner that the d-c field windings completely en-

close the a-c stator winding. The a-c voltage de-

pends not only upon the armature speed, but also

the d-c load conditions as well.

The construction, size, weight, and mode of
operation of the two generators are essentially

the same. They differ only in the d-c voltage and
current output. Therefore, the description which
follows is APPLICABLE TO EITHER GENERATOR.
The six major assemblies which comprise the

make-up of the NEA-2B and NEA-2D generators

are

—

The mounting head assembly is designed for
installation on a standard circular flange contain-

ing six studs. The pilot flange assembly is se-

cured to the rear of the mounting head with
flathead screws. It consists of an oil-seal baffle,

driving assembly, and a ball-bearing-mounted in-

volute splined drive coupling. The pilot flange

assembly transmits the drive to the rotor through
the constant speed drive mechanism.
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Two removable window straps are provided
on the exterior of the mounting head. A per-
forated strap is located over the cooling fan at
the mounting flange. It is fitted with a locating
pin to prevent improper assembly. The solid

strap is located adjacent to the intermediate head
over the constant speed clutch adjusting mecha-
nism. Adjustment of the clutch is permitted upon
removal of the solid window strap.

The driven coupling and fan assembly are
mounted on ball bearings held in place with a lock
ring on the drive end of the rotor shaft. The fan
assembly, consisting of 36 spot-welded vanes, is

riveted to the outer flange of the driven' coupling.
The driven coupling assembly transmits the drive
from the bronze clutch segments to the carbon-
disk clutch plates of the constant-speed drive.

The constant-speed drive, or drive-sleeve as-

sembly, consists of an adjustable carbon-disk
clutch splined to the rotor shaft. The torque
setting of the clutch is controlled by a series of
counterweights, under spring tension, attached to
the driving sleeve. The constant torque setting

may be varied manually by rotating the adjusting
cup assembly threaded to the counterweight plate.

The rotor, or armature assembly, serves as the
rotating member for generating alternating cur-
rent. The rotor acts also as the armature for d-c
output.

The stator, or yoke assembly, consists of the
a-c generator winding and the field windings.
The field coils produce the electromagnetic flux
necessary to provide a-c and d-c voltage.

The front head assembly consists of a housing
containing the terminal board and d-c brush
rigging.

Torque is transmitted from the engine to the
generator by means of a carbon-disk clutch.
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Friction in the clutch is controlled by a set of

counterweights acting against spring tension.

The action of the weights is governed by centrif-

ugal force. When the application of torque
brings the armature speed to its required mini-
mum (2,400 rpm), centrifugal force moves the
counterweights outward, overcoming the tension

of the springs. This relieves the pressure be-

tween the carbon disks and bronze plates. The
carbon disks are then free to slip between the
bronze plates. The result is a decrease in trans-

mitted torque, and a consequent decrease in rotor

speed.

As the rotor speed decreases, the centrifugal

force on the counterweights decreases and the
spring tension causes the carbon disks to reengage.

Thus by means of the carbon-disk clutch—more
commonly called the constant-speed clutch—the

speed of the generator armature is held constant.

This speed is approximately 2,400 rpm under
variations of load at engine drive speeds ranging
from 2,000 to 4,200 rpm.

Standard practice is to adjust the constant-

speed clutch on a generator test to 2,450 rpm
under no-load conditions. Then a test is made
from no-load to full-load, checking the speed at

various load values with a tachometer. A prop-
erly operating clutch mechanism does not allow

the speed of the armature to drop below 2,400

rpm when delivering full d-c and a-c load at the

proper frequency of approximately 800 cycles.

A clutch with worn carbon disks allows the

armature speed to drop slightly. It must not
fall below 2,350 rpm. Further decrease lowers
the generator frequency and output below rated
requirements with attendant decrease in opera-
tional efficiency of all electrical and radio equip-

ment.
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Although speed regulation is obtained by means
of the constant-speed clutch, it is necessary also
to control and to regulate the voltage of the gen-
erator under conditions of changing load. A
voltage-control box, containing regulator and filter

units, is used for this purpose.
In the NEA-2D generator, voltage regulation is

controlled by using the same type carbon-pile
voltage regulator used for controlling the d-c
output of the NEA-3 generator. Therefore, all

adjustments as previously outlined are strictly

adhered to when adjusting the d-c voltage regu-
lator within the NEA-2D.

This generator differs from the NEA-3 in size
and output ratings.

No separate voltage regulator is used for con-
trol of the a-c output of the NEA-2D generator.
Only the d-c voltage is regulated. It is neces-

sary to parallel and regulate both field windings
to obtain proper voltage regulation.

signed to operate with the vibrator type voltage
regulator. Therefore, when the No. 111144 car-
bon-pile voltage regulator is used, changes adapt-
ing the units to operate with the carbon-pile volt-

age regulator are made. The procedure is as
follows

:

No change is necessary in the NF-1D volt-

age control box because one field resistor lead
is electrically connected to the R terminal in
the control box. This terminal is not utilized

in the carbon-pile circuit.

Eemove generator terminal cover (end bell)

and disconnect jumper strap from terminal
A-\- and R.
Make a new jumper strap using No. 10 wire

and insulate with a varnished cambric sleeve.

Solder proper lugs on both ends. Connect to

generators were originally de-
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terminals R and F+. This places both fields

in parallel for simultaneous effective regula-

tion.

Adjust carbon-pile regulator as outlined in

section on adjustment of d-c carbon-pile volt-

age regulator.

NEB-ID AIRCRAFT GENERATOR (AUXILIARY)

The NEB-ID aircraft generator was designed

for use on either type NEG-1A or type NEG-2

Hgur* 104.—NEB—ID schematic diagram.

one-cylinder two-cycle gasoline engine. It is used
in large aircraft of the PBY series.

The generator furnishes a-c and d-c output volt-

ages sufficient to operate the radio and electrical

equipment of the airplane on a ground test with
the engine-driven generators at rest.

It is a conventional self-excited shunt field gene-

rator containing a regulated and fixed shunt field.

(See fig. 104.)
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The ratings of the NEB-ID generator, when
driven at a speed of 3,800-4,200 rpm, are

—

The generator is driven directly by the gasoline

engine, which is usually adjusted to run at 4,000
rpm for optimum results.

The voltage-control box NF-2D, is used with
the NEB-ID generator. This control unit may
be used with the No. 111144 carbon pile. With
one minor change in the control box, the carbon-
pile regulator may be used. It is necessary only
to remove the electrical connection between the 60-

ohm resistor and the A terminal. Tape up the

end and install the d-c carbon-pile regulator in

the control box.

Adjustments to the d-c carbon-pile unit are ex-

actly as previously outlined. The generator does
not have separate regulation of the a-c output
voltage.

Volts, d. c, 28.5.

Amperes, d. c, 60.

Volts, a. c, 120.

Amperes, a. c, 5-7.

Watts, a. c, 600.

Voltamperes, 840.
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CHAPTER II

TESTING

AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION

All testing is a safety measure—a sort of

sleuthing, the results of which enable one to de-

termine what is wrong or what may go amiss at

a critical time. Various techniques have been
devised for making tests with respect to elec-

trical equipment. In this chapter you will get

acquainted with some of the procedures used fre-

quently in testing armatures and fields.

From the electrical standpoint the two most
essential parts of a motor or a generator are the

armature and the field. The d-c shunt motor
and d-c shunt generator are most commonly used
in Naval aircraft. The armature in both ma-
chines is most susceptible to damage. The reason
is found in the brief analysis of the circuit dia-

grams which follow.

A d-c shunt motor is represented in figure

105A. The voltage applied to the field is equal

to the impressed voltage and therefore is constant.

Because the field is only a coil of wire on an
iron core, the resistance also is fixed. Thus, the
field current is nearly constant at all times.
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The armature current, however, depends on the

load. The motor speed tends to fall when the

load is applied to the shaft. It then develops

less counter-electromotive force and the armature
current rises. If the load on the shaft is exces-

sive, the armature current is also excessive. In
such cases the armature windings are subject to

damage from overheating.

Figure 105B shows the schematic diagram of a

d-c shunt generator. If the generator is equipped
with a voltage regulator, the terminal voltage is

practically constant. As in a motor, the field

resistance is constant also. For this reason the

field current remains at a fixed value and the

field winding is not likely to be damaged. The
armature of the generator supplies both the load
current and the field current.

The field current is nearly constant, but the

load current is determined by the condition and
number of devices in the load circuit. A faulty
cell in the battery also can increase the load cur-
rent greatly. A short circuit can do likewise.

It is possible to increase the load current by
adding more devices. In all cases the excessive

current passes through the generator armature.
It is apparent, therefore, that in both d-c shunt

generators and motors, the armature and not the
field is most likely to be damaged. This does not

Figure 105.—D-e Shunt Motor and d-c Shunt Generator.
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hold true for d-c series motors. In the latter

case, the field and armature have the same cur-

rent. The field is more likely to be troublesome
in this type than in the shunt type.

The various tests which may be used to de-

termine the condition of an armature are

—

Ground tests—to indicate the insulation re-

sistance with respect to the metal frame.
Open tests—to indicate continuity of the

armature windings.

. Short tests—to determine the insulation re-

sistance of the windings with respect to
each other.

ARMATURE GROUND TESTS

A common failure of armatures is the break-
down of insulation between the windings and the
iron rotor, usually caused by overheating and
charring the insulation. Inspection of the com-
mutator of such an armature will show a badly
pitted or burned section. The burned area cor-

responds to the point at which the grounded coil

is connected to the commutator bars.

Most aircraft electrical systems are of the
single-wire type with one side of the line

grounded. In such an arrangement, the grounded
armature places a partial short circuit across the

supply line. This occurs when the commutator
segments attached to the coil are under the
grounded brush. At all other times, a short exists

across a part of the induced emf in the arma-
ture and the efficiency of either a motor or

generator is reduced.

To test an armature for grounds, a continuity
tester, such as an ohmmeter, is used in order to

check the resistance between each segment and
the shaft, as illustrated in figure 106. The disad-

vantage of this test is the small voltage applied
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by the ohmmeter. A true indication is not ob-

tained if the insulation is sufficient to withstand
the small test voltage.

A more reliable test for grounds is to use a
supply source of 110 or 220 volts, and a lamp.
This test places a high voltage between the arma-
ture winding and the core. The applied voltage
breaks down any weak point in the insulation and
current flows in the circuit. As a result of the

completed circuit, the lamp glows.

A disadvantage of the test is that a compara-
tively strong current must flow through the fila-

ment of the lamp before it will glow. The amount

Fifjuro 1 06.™ 'Testing an armature with on ohrom0t©r.

of current required to give an indication depends
upon the rating of the lamp used for the test.

High resistance grounds therefore will not be in-

dicated by this test.

The disadvantage is overcome by connecting an
ammeter in series with the lamp as shown in figure

107. The ammeter should be capable of measur-
ing the maximum current to the lamp. With this

arrangement, the ammeter registers even though
the current is not strong enough to illuminate the

lamp. The lamp, however, safeguards the am-
meter by limiting the maximum current flow in

the circuit. In this way, indications are obtained

for short circuits over a wide range of resistance

values.
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Figure 107.—Test procedure using lamp and ammeter.

ARMATURE SHORTS AND OPENS

In most d-c motors and generators, the indi-

vidual coils of the armature are connected to

commutator segments in order to obtain commu-
tator action. Figure 108A represents a simplified

diagram of the coils and commutator segments
of a typical motor. Figure 1082? shows that the

circuit really is a series-parallel circuit, witlj re-

spect to adjacent commutator segments.
If all coils are of equal resistance, the resistance

between adjacent segments will be equal at any
part of the commutator. For test purposes then,

the armature may be considered to be a series of

resistors connected to form a closed circuit be-

tween segments of the commutator. Resistance

rVW—A/V—iW

—

SW— —^A/^AAAi

B

Figure 108.—Armature schematic diagram.
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measurements taken between any two commutator
segments may therefore be interpreted as an in-

dication of the armature condition. A resistance

test can be made with any type of resistance-

measuring device, preferably an ohmmeter.

(B)

Figure 109.—Ohmmeter tesf for shorts and opens.

The method of connecting an ohmmeter in order
to determine armature faults is shown in figure

109. The ohmmeter is connected directly across
adjacent commutator bars. The test is repeated
across adjacent segments over the entire commu-



tator. A low reading betwen any two segments
indicates a shorted coil attached to these segments.

A high reading denotes an open.

If battery voltage is applied across segments
on opposite sides of the commutator, a current

will pass through the windings. Because the

armature is symmetrical, there will be two paths
for current. Furthermore, if the coils are of

equal resistance (as they should be), the voltage

drops across adjacent segments of the commutator
are also equal. A millivoltmeter also should give

the same reading when placed across any two ad-

jacent segments of the commutator. If an ar-

mature coil is shorted, the resistance between seg-

ments attached to the ends of the this coil is less.

Also, the voltage drop across the segments is less.

If a coil is open, only one path for armature
current exists. Refer to figure 1095. The milli-

voltmeter, instead of being connected across one
loop, is connected through the loops of segments
numbered 1, 2, and 3 to the brush at the left. The
connection is through the loops of segments num-
bered 4, 5, and 6 to the brush at the right. Con-
sequently, the millivoltmeter reading is higher. It

indicates the voltage drop across the entire arma-
ture instead of the drop across the loop. And so

again, a high reading indicates an open and a low
reading indicates a short. If the millivoltmeter
is placed across segments 4 and 5, no reading is

obtained because no current flows in this coil.

The same is true for the other coils on this side of

the armature when the meter does not complete
the circuit.

The growler is a device widely used in repair
shops to localize trouble quickly in generator and
motor armatures. Essentially it is an electro-

magnet with a V-shaped opening in the core.

This type of opening makes it possible to place
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various sized armatures in the gap. The elec-

tromagnet is energized from an a-c source. The
armature under test is placed in the gap. The
resulting relatively loud hum gives the growler
its name.
An end view of an armature under test in a

growler is given in figure 110. When the growler

Figure 1 1 0.—Armature testing with a growler.

is energized, a changing magnetic field is produced
which cuts the coils of the armature. As the field

collapses and expands, transformer action takes
place and induces a voltage in the armature coils.

Several tests now can be made to determine a
specific armature fault.

The presence of smoke immediately indicates

faulty insulation at some point in the armature.
Tests for shorts and open circuits are made by
exploring the armature coil with a thin strip of
iron or steel such as a hacksaw blade. Because
the armature winding is symmetrical, the hacksaw
blade is attracted with equal force at any point on
the surface of the rotor. If an armature coil is
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shorted, a large induced current flows in the coil.

The hacksaw blade is attracted more strongly

when placed over the coil. On the other hand, an
open coil has no induced current. At this point
the attraction of the armature for the hacksaw
blade is weak.
The circuits used in testing a field coil for

grounds are the same as those used for ground

Figure 1 1 1 .—Tasting a field winding using an ohmmeter.

testing an armature. They differ only in the

points at which the test is applied. In the arma-
ture, the test points were the armature core and
the commutator. Test points in the field are the

field terminal and the generator housing. Before
applying the test, trace the field circuit in order

to determine whether or not the field is grounded
intentionally at one point. If such is the case,

REMOVE THE GROUND.
Tests for open circuits or shorts in the field

windings of a motor or generator are made by
comparing the resistance of one section of the

field with that of the other sections, or by com-
parison of the relative voltage drop in the sections.
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In either method, the readings obtained across any
one section of the field approximate those obtained
across any other section.

The manner in which an ohmmeter is connected
for a resistance test is shown in figure 111. Should
the resistance of any one section exceed greatly

Figure 1 1 2.—Test procedure using voltmeter.

that of the other sections, it indicates an open
field. On the other hand, if the resistance meas-
ured is substantially lower, in indicates a shorted
or partially shorted field.

Figure 112 shows a circuit used for comparing
the voltage drop across the sections of a field cir-

cuit. The voltage drop across each field section
should be equal to the applied voltage divided by
the number of field sections. A voltmeter should
indicate the same reading when placed across each
section. A comparable decrease in voltage-drop
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indicates a short circuit. An increase indicates

an open circuit.

RESIDUAL MAGNETISM

The field poles in an aircraft generator are
lightly constructed. Consequently, they often

loose their residual magnetism if they are allowed
' to stand idle. The poles also lose residual mag-
netism if they are subjected to mechanical shock
in landing. Careless handling during disassem-
bly and repair also may cause the . loss. Without
residual magnetism, a self-excited generator can-

not build up voltage when rotated.

(A) (B)

Figure 1 1 3.—Reitoring generator residual magnetism.

Besidual magnetism may be restored by several

methods. The choice of method is determined by
the existing conditions and time available. The
procedure in all cases includes sending a current
of proper direction and magnitude through the

field windings. This operation is called flashing
THE FIELD.

If the generator is in the shop for inspection,

test, or repair, restoration of residual magnetism
is easily accomplished. In figure 113A a battery

is shown connected to the field terminals of the
generator. The current that flows in the field sets

up normal field flux. If the battery is then dis-
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connected, the magnetic field strength drops to the
residual value.

A residual field is established regardless of the
direction of current through the field winding.
The electrical polarity of the generator is de-
termined by the direction of the residual field.

Hence, it is important to excite the field in the
proper direction. To do this, the brush polarity

must be known before excitation voltage is ap-
plied.

Knowing the brush polarity, the positive bat-

tery terminal is connected to the field terminal
which, under normal operating conditions, is con-
nected to the positive generator brush. Current
then flows in the field in the same direction as it

goes in actual practice. In this operation, field

current need flow only for a short time. A few
seconds generally suffice.

In all cases it is desirable to send current
through the field circuit only. Because all air-

craft generators are used with voltage regulators,

the field terminal of the regulated field winding
is usually available for connection. In this case,

it is not necessary to disconnect the armature
from the field. (See fig. USA.)

In generators not primarily made for aircraft

use, the field connects directly to the armature
within the machine. With this type, it is con-
ventional practice to flash the field by connecting
a battery across the generator terminals
(brushed). Because current flows in both arma-
ture and field, the generator rotates because of
motor action. This procedure is known as motor-
izing the generator. (See fig. 1135.) In this

operation the rotation is of no practical impor-
tance, since it is the current flowing in the field

circuit that restores the residual magnetism. The
direction of current through the field is very im-
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portant because of its effect on the electrical po-

larity of the brushes. It is absolutely necessary

to remember that the positive terminal of the

battery must be connected to the generator ter-

minal which is to be positive when the unit is

finally installed in the plane.

When a generator loses residual magnetism
after installation in an airplane, it would be a

waste of time and effort to remove it from the

airplane. It is a relatively easy matter to flash

the field while the unit is still in place. Certain

precautions must be observed.

In the shop, a battery is used to restore resid-

ual magnetism by motorizing the generator or

flashing the field only. In an airplane, the main
battery is connected to the generator through the

cut-out relay and the battery can therefore be
used for field excitation.

The quickest way to do this is to close the

cut-out relay by hand, connecting the battery
directly to both field and armature of the gen-
erator. This procedure seems the equivalent of

motorizing the generator—as occurs in shop prac-
tice. Actually, it is not so. In a shop test the
armature can rotate freely. In an airplane, the
generator is geared to the engine and cannot
rotate unless it drives the engine. Because a

generator operating as a motor does not have
sufficient torque, the armature is held in position.

When the armature is held in place it cannot
develop counter-emf. Under the condition, the
armature current is high, and the powerful
armature current leads to complications.

This entire operation is performed in order to

restore residual magnetism to the field poles.

Current flows in both armature and field circuits

and each unit builds up its own magnetic field.

The field flux produced by the field current is in
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the right direction, but it is opposed by the
powerful magnetic field produced by the rela-

tively strong armature current. The armature
uses the entire field structure as a path for arma-
ture flux.

When the cut-out relay points are opened, the
field poles are left with residual magnetism estab-

lished by armature current and not by field cur-
rent. The result is a residual magnetic field of
incorrect polarity.

Logically the next operation is to test the gen-
erator by driving it with the engine. When this

is done, voltage build-up occurs but with incorrect

electrical polarity of the generator terminals. If

the cut-out relay is not polarized, its contacts

close even with incorrect generator polarity.

This connects the generator and battery together.

The result is a short circuit on both units.

The reversal of polarity must not occur. The
remedy is a simple one. The armature circuit

must be opened whenever the field is to be flashed,

thus eliminating the armature magnetic field.

The armature circuit is opened by insulating

the brush from the armature, accomplished by
placing a piece of paper under the brush. In a
two-brush generator unit only one brush is insu-

lated. In a four-brush unit either the positive

or negative set of brushes is insulated. (See fig.

114.) This method of insulating the brushes is

rather tedious and time-consuming.

The easiest and safest method is to disconnect

the A-\- lead from the generator at the generator
control box. In certain installations, this is not
possible because the A-\- lead is welded to the

terminals and cannot be disconnected unless the
plug containing the field leads is also removed.
With such an installation it is necessary to insu-
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late the brush or to use the method described in

the following paragraph.
It is possible to flash a generator field while

the generator is being driven at normal speed by
the engine. If no residual field is present, there
will be no generator voltage at any speed. If
the cut-out relay is then closed by hand, the

EinitrA 1 1 ii Ininlnlinfi ^ ~W — —— — L
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armature current cannot reach the high value
obtained when the armature is at a standstill.

As a result, field current, and not armature cur-

rent, will produce field flux. In other words,
reversal of generator electrical polarity is not
so likely to occur if the cut-out points are manu-
ally closed during rotation of the generator
armature.
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CHAPTER 12

THE STORAGE BATTERY

EXTRA INSURANCE

Your last night of leave, and your last chance
to show the girl friend the town. But all your
money is gone. Then you suddenly remember the

ten spot you salted away. What a feeling of

relief!
Well, the storage battery in the airplane is that

extra $10 that you salted away. It provides the

aircraft electrical system with protection. The
total connected load, exclusive of main-engine
cranking current, usually is so great that the bat-

tery has only sufficient capacity to carry this load
for a few minutes. Except in certain primary
trainer types, aircraft are provided with genera-
tors. While on flight the battery is required to

carry only sudden peak loads in excess of genera-
tor capacity. These peak loads are usually of
short duration.

In view of the exacting weight limitations im-
posed on aircraft batteries, their capacity must
necessarily be sufficient to meet all transient and
combat flight demands which cannot be handled
by the generator. They are not large enough to
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supply power for ground operations. It has been
reported that 90 percent of the discharged bat-

teries brought into the Naval shops for charging
were run down on the ground.

It is undesirable to use the battery for starting

main engines. Almost all fighter airplanes are
equipped with cartridge starters, and most patrol

bombers are equipped with auxiliary power units.

These units may be started first, thereby supplying
power for starting the main engines. The great
majority of Naval aircraft have starters which can
be cranked by external energizers.

Several types of Army airplanes are equipped
with external plugs to permit starting them with
battery carts or other external power supply.
For these, Recto starters operating on 110 volts

a. c. and supplying either 24 or 12 volts d. c. are
used. In the future, Navy aircraft will be wired
to accommodate external power for starting.
Some stations have already built battery carts
for starting purposes. These carts sometimes are
equipped with gasoline-driven generators or other
portable charging equipment. The new 26-hp
Waukesha gasoline motor (when equipped with a
standard aircraft generator, voltage regulator,
cut-out, voltmeter, two AN3152 batteries, and
mounted on a dolly) are useful for starting opera-
tions.

The aircraft storage battery should not be used
for any ground-testing operations. Even relatively
small radio equipment draws sufficient current
to discharge the aircraft storage battery com-
pletely in a short time. The load drawn by tur-
rets is considerably greater than the ratio load.
All ground activities should have external power
supply equipment for testing radio, radar, turret,
and other accessories. Equipment used for
ground testing is of the following types

—
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Onan motor-generator, operating from 260-

volt, 3-phase motor which provides 1,200 watts

of 800 cycles, 120-volt a-c current and 18

amperes of 24-volt d-c current.

Onan gasoline-driven generator with the

same output.

Lincoln arc welder with necessary drawings
and conversion parts to provide 200 amperes
of 24-volt, d-c current which operates from
220-volt, 3-phase power supply.

The 26-hp Waukesha gasoline engine which
uses standard round-flange aircraft genera-
tors and generator control equipment.

With specific gravity adjusted to 1.280 at 80°

I1
., the average open-circuit voltage of a fully

charged cell is approximately 2.10 volts. This
varies with temperature.
The voltage of the cell during discharge will be

less than the open circuit reading and will vary
with the rate of discharge. It reaches a mini-

mum value when the cell is completely discharged.

Storage battery capacity ratings usually are based
on final cell voltages of 1.75 volts, when the bat-

tery is discharged at its 5-hour rating. The ca-

pacity rating is based on 1.20 volts when the

battery is discharged at its 5-minute rating.

Cell voltage readings during charge are always
higher than the open circuit readings. The rea-

son for this variance is that the voltage on charge
actually is the pressure required to force the

charging current through the cell. The value of

the voltage depends on the charging current and
the counter-voltage of the cell. Counter-voltage

varies with the state of discharge. As a cell ap-
proaches a state of full charge, its counter-voltage

gradually increases.
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In order to maintain the charging current at

a constant value, higher impressed voltages are

required. The voltage across a cell during charge
is about 2 to 2.05 volts at the start of charge, but
increases to 2.40 or 2.65 volts at the end of charge.

No further rise in cell voltage occurs after the

cell has been brought to a 100-percent charged
state. The voltages observed on charge vary with
the charge rates, temperature, and somewhat with
the age of the battery.

The most important consideration in the main-
tenance of aircraft batteries is the voltage applied
to them for charging purposes in that aircraft.

The exact value at which the generator voltage
regulator should be set varies with the average
operating temperature of the battery. There'

battery is discharged and the amount it is charged.
If insufficient charge is given, the battery will

become discharged. When too great a charge is

given, an excessive amount of water is used and
unnecessary wear on the plates occurs. If ex-
cessively high voltage is used, violent gassing and
heating of the battery are the results. Some cases
have been reported in which a battery exploded.

The voltage of a battery on charge varies in-
versely with its temperature. The regulators
controlling the generator voltage are compensated
for temperature. They provide a fairly constant
voltage throughout ordinary temperature ranges.
Storage batteries, however, require lower gen-
erator voltages at higher battery temperatures,
and higher generator voltages at lower battery
temperatures.
A generator voltage regulator, capable of vary-

ing its operating voltage, compensates for changes
in battery temperatures. In adjusting a regu-
lator, the average temperature under which the

should between the amount the
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battery normally operates must be the governing
factor. Temperature may change considerably
while in flight because of change in location (al-

titudes). Unless temperature changes are con-

sidered when the generator regulator is adjusted,

the battery will not operate satisfactorily.

The charging rate of the storage battery should
taper off as the battery approaches full charge.

With the voltage regulator set properly, the

tapering effect is automatic. The difference in

generator voltage and battery voltage forces cur-

rent through the battery to charge it. Therefore,
as the battery comes up to full charge, its voltage

also rises slightly. Hence, the difference in the

generator voltage and battery voltage becomes less

and less. This results in a tapering charging
rate.

Aircraft generators usually have ample capacity

for providing the maximum desirable charging
currents. High-voltage regulator settings or fail-

ure to adjust regulators properly cause extremely
high charging rates which result in battery failure.

The following table shows the voltages for
which the generator voltage regulator shouid be
adjusted for different battery operating temper-
atures

—

Battery temperature

Generator voltage regulator settings

(6-cell batteries) (12-cell batteries)

Above 90° F
Volts

13. 50 to 13. 75
13. 75 to 14. 0
14. 25 to 14. 75

Volts

27. 0 to 27. 5
27. 5 to 28. 0
28. 5 to 29. 5

40° to 90° F
Below 40° F

These generator voltages are critical and should
be adhered to strictly. Practically all cases of
extensive battery failure may be remedied by low-
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ering the aircraft generator voltages to the figures

listed in the table.

In the last year rapid strides have been made
in constructing voltage regulators which produce
satisfactory adjustments of the generator under
all conditions of load and rpm. The old vibrator-

type regulator and finger-type regulators are being

supplanted by carbon-pile regulators. Their use

will be of material assistance to squadron person-

nel in keeping bus voltage constant. Conse-
quently, they help to keep the batteries in

operation.

Before a battery is installed in an airplane, each
cell should be checked carefully to make sure that

it is fully charged (hydrometer reading). The
solution level in each cell should not be too high.

The top of the battery should be dry and clean.

The hold-down devices should be properly
secured so that the battery cannot possibly break
loose when in flight. Wing nuts provided for this
purpose should be finger-tight. Tightening them
with a wrench or with pliers springs the cover of

the battery and makes it nonliquid tight.

During flight the generator will charge the
battery, maintaining a near full-charge condition.
If at the end of flight the hydrometer reading of a

1062-11 battery is below 1.240, the battery should
be removed for a bench charge. All other bat-
teries should be removed if the specific gravity is

below 1.220.

If the battery is uncomfortably warm to the
touch, check the generator voltage-regulator set-

ting. With no load and the generator up to speed,
the aircraft bus voltage should be within specified
limits. If the voltage regulator setting is too
high, charging rates are higher than the battery
can safely absorb. This causes the battery to heat
and gas violently.
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If the battery becomes discharged during flight

and there is no evidence of broken leads or other

structural difficulties, check the generator, voltage

regulator, cut-out, or the battery itself in order

to find out the cause of the discharge. If the gen-
erator voltage is normal, the run-down battery

may be caused by the failure of the reverse cur-

rent relay to remain closed. Check it. If nec-

essary, the relay may be held shut by mechanical
means during flight. But it should be checked
and reset at the first opportunity.

The voltage regulator may be at fault if the

generator voltage is low. The regulator should be
checked and reset as soon as possible.

The battery may be shorted internally or have
failed structurally. These are not likely causes

of failure if the battery was checked before flight,

and was found to be giving satisfactory voltage.

It is important to determine the condition of

the battery at the end of each flight. Complete
inspection of the battery on certain types of air-

craft cannot be accomplished effectively without
removing the battery from its compartment. In
some installations the time required for this oper-
ation is prohibitive. Inspection of the following
items, however, must be made

—

Hold-down devices—Make sure that the bat-

tery is securely mounted in its compart-
ment.

Battery leads for the condition of the insula-

tion.

Outside of the battery container for evi-

dence of leakage.

Open circuit voltage—If it is below 12 volts

for a 6-cell battery, and 24 volts for a 12-

cell battery, immediately remove battery
for recharge.
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Hot batteries, or batteries consuming water at

an unusually rapid rate, are evidences of excessive

charging rates, which occur when the generator-
voltage regulator is set too high, or from low
battery voltage. Low battery voltage may be
caused by high battery temperatures resulting

from overheating. Occasionally the battery heats
abnormally or shows evidence of low capacity

—

even though the generator-voltage regulator is

adjusted properly. When such conditions are
present, the battery should be removed for repairs.

STANDARD BATTERY INSPECTION

At weekly intervals, or immediately after a
complaint from a pilot, a battery must be thor-

oughly inspected. If it is necessary, remove the
battery from its compartment. The following
conditions must be carefully determined.

Test the specific gravity of each cell with
an accurate hydrometer, returning the elec-

trolyte to the cell from which it was removed.
Record the specific gravity and temperature
of the cells having the highest and lowest
specific gravity readings. In case the specific

gravity of the lowest cell is below 1.240 with
the 1062-11 battery or 1.220 with other air-

craft batteries (temperature corrected to 80°

F.), remove the battery for recharge. Re-
place it with a fully charged battery. If the
difference in specific gravity between the
highest and lowest cell is 30 points or more,
remove the battery for repairs.

Wash and clean hydrometer barrels fre-

quently. Do not take hydrometer readings
immediately after adding water. Wait un-
til after a flight for the water to have been
mixed with the electrolyte. If the battery
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is on charge in the shop, and gassing, the

water will be mixed within an hour.

Do NOT SAMPLE THE SAME CELL EACH TIME.

This procedure lowers the gravity of the cell

through continued loss of small amounts of

electrolyte. Sampling all cells disperses the

possible loss throughout the cells.

Check the solution in each cell. It may be
necessary to add approved water to the cor-

rect height. Use a self-leveling filling syr-

inge. Be careful that the solution level is

not more than one-half inch above the pro-

tector in the cell. If too much water is ac-

cidentally put into the cell, immediately
withdraw the solution level to the correct

height. A suitable self-leveling syringe can
be prepared by drilling a hole one thirty-

second inch in diameter in the stem of a
standard hard rubber syringe, one-half inch
from the tip.

Carefully examine the top of the battery and
sealing compound for evidence of leakage.

If any evidence is found, remove battery for
necessary repairs.

See that the battery is clean and dry. Neutral-
ize acid or moisture on the top of the battery
by using a solution of bicarbonate of soda
and water. Do not get any of the soda solu-

tion into the cells.

Inspect the battery terminals for evidence of

corrosion. Carefully scrape off any corro-

sion and neutralize the spot with a soda solu-

tion. Dry the surface thoroughly and coat the
affected parts with vaseline before reconnect-

ing the battery in the aircraft.

Examine the studs running through the alumi-
num container which connect the cell ter-
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minals with the battery terminals, for evi-

dence of corrosion.

Open the connections so that corrosion be-

tween the studs and the aluminum containers

may be removed and neutralized with a soda
solution. Coat affected parts with vaseline

before reassembling.
Check carefully the aluminum container for

evidence of acid leakage from a hole or crack
in the container and for acid coming over
the top of the container. If the aluminum
container is found leaking, the battery should
be removed for repairs. If the cover seal

is defective, necessary repairs should be
made.

When an aircraft battery is to remain idle for

more than 1 week, it should be removed and
turned in to the battery room for storage
and necessary servicing.
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